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ABSTRACT 
In 1858 Governor Douglas passed into law a statute requiring that murder cases in 
British Columbia be resolved according to English law. This thesis addresses the 
Gitxsan First Nation's role in legal colonization to 1909, when the first permanent 
police station was established in their traditional territory of the Skeena river. It bases 
the inquiry on analysis of a series of case studies, including the Haatq case of 1884, 
the Skeena incident of 1888, and the Simon Gunanoot case, which were documented 
by British Columbia Sessional Papers, Attorney-General and British Columbia Police 
correspondences, and Gitxsan witness accounts recorded by Marius Barbeau. 
Colonial and provincial authorities successfully implemented English law in the upper 
Skeena area. Yet at the same time, Gitxsan resistance ensured that English law was 
not to have the total influence over homicide cases that it legally required. In the 
1860's and 1870's, Gitxsan legal norms pertaining to homicides occurring on 
traditional territory continued to operate relatively unobstructed. By the 1880's this 
changed, however, when provincial authorities began to have greater influence than 
Gitxsan law over homicide cases, notwithstanding the Gitxsan's efforts to seek 
resolutions that respected the legal norms of both cultures. Indeed, their protests 
served only to convince local whites to lobby successfully for enhanced law 
enforcement, which took the form of a gaol and permanent constables stationed in the 
upper Skeena region in 1888. Following this development of local law enforcement, 
unprecedented numbers of Gitxsan "criminals" were prosecuted. Yet, the Gitxsan 
continued to preserve their traditional xsiisxw, or dispute resolution norms, in the 
1890's and early 1900's. Their role in legal colonization helped to ensure that the gap 
between the theory of English legal hegemony in the upper Skeena area, and its 
practical realization, did not close altogether. 
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Introduction 
By the first decade of the twentieth century, English law with respect to 
homicides had become more influential among the Aboriginal tribes of northern British 
Columbia than Aboriginal law. This state of affairs was initiated by a process that 
began on November 19th, 1858, when English law was theoretically established in the 
new colony of British Columbia by a statute declared by Governor Douglas. 1 This 
thesis is concerned with one First Nation's responses to this legal colonization 
process, those of the Gitxsan First Nation of the upper Skeena region. 
Gitxsan responses and their consequent influences on the legal colonization 
process varied within the tribe according to House and village loyalties, as well as 
Christian affiliation. Moreover, they tended to respond to legal interventions in an ad 
hoc rather than an organized way, reserving their most energetic protests for the land 
question. Yet, this thesis discerns patterns from the evolution of their interactions with 
legal colonialism. 
The thesis argues that between 1858 and 1909, the balance of legal influence 
over homicides involving Gitxsan people shifted dramatically in favour of English law. 
The government worked to put into force Douglas's 1858 statute, which stipulated that 
English law, and only English law, was to deal with homicide cases as defined by the 
Crown. At the same time, English law was not to have the full effect on the Gitxsan's 
attitudes towards these kinds of incidents that it legally required.2 In the 1860s and 
1870s Gitxsan law maintained a relatively unobstructed influence over homicides ' 
involving Gitxsan people, but by the 1880s the balance of legal influence shifted in 
favour of English law, despite the Gitxsan's desire for the two laws to coexist. The 
Gitxsan tended not to protest governmental jurisdiction over homicide cases, but they 
1 Proclamation. Having the Force of Law to Declare that English Law is in Force in British Columbia, Governor James 
Douglas, 19 November 1858. 
2 1bid. 
2 
did use traditional blockades and asserted their laws when faced with unacceptable 
legal outcomes or verdicts, such as the death of one of their own. They were willing to 
tolerate English law in principle, but not when it led to resolutions that deviated too far 
from their ideas of justice. Their overt protests largely proved fruitless, however, and 
served only to convince local whites to lobby successfully for enhanced law 
enforcement, which took the form of a gaol and permanent constables stationed in the 
upper Skeena region in 1888. Following this development of local law enforcement, 
unprecedented numbers of Gitxsan "criminals" were prosecuted. Perhaps the majority 
of Gitxsan began to see Canadian law as a useful means of settling their disputes with 
other nations as well as each other. Yet resistance continued in adapted form. Some 
Gitxsan resorted to covert preservation of their traditional xsiisxw, or dispute resolution 
norms. The example of the fugitive, Simon Gunanoot, demonstrates the Gitxsan's 
willingness and ability to supply and otherwise protect a Kispiox accused murderer 
escaping capture. In short, the Gitxsan's role in legal colonization helped to ensure 
that the gap between the theory of English legal hegemony in the upper Skeena area, 
and its practical realization, did not close altogether between 1858 and 1909. 
This Introduction will first put the Gitxsan's interactions with legal colonialism in 
historical context. It will do so by briefly outlining the role of British Columbia Indian 
policy in legal colonization. It is also important to address the role of the transition from 
the fur trade to colonial eras in legal colonization, to show that legal colonization in the 
upper Skeena area must be understood as part of a process that affected many 
frontiers around the world, and, to discuss the relevance of the thesis to historiography 
and current challenges facing the Gitxsan. 
Douglas's 1858 statute was applied in the upper Skeena river through Indian 
policy that received its impetus from the Colonial Offiee in London. British Columbian 
officials were required to "pay every regard to the interests of the Natives which an 
3 
enlightened humanity can suggest" and use "the best means of diffusing the blessings 
of the Christian Religion and of civilization among the natives."3 London officials 
realized that it was up to Governor Douglas and his successors to interpret how this 
mandate should be visited upon the Native population, though it was understood that 
they would do so through asserting English law and order. The Terms of Union in 
1871 were not to change this division of responsibility, and enforcement of Canadian 
criminal statutes tended to be left to the British Columbia Police, with the exception of 
interventions by some Indian agents. 4 Faced with severe limitations of human and 
otner resources, governors, and the premiers who succeeded them, assumed 
jurisdiction over Aboriginal homicides on an ad hoc basis, dealing with individual 
cases as they occurred. 5 This is why the documentary record relating to legal 
colonization in the upper Skeena region pertains to individual incidents. 
Naturally, these cases were shaped and sometimes instigated by the context of 
friction created by the transition from fur trade to colonial era. Racial tension had not 
been as pronounced during the fur trade as during the colonial era. For one thing, 
Hudson's Bay Company trade routes had enhanced the Gitxsan's economic fortunes. 6 
For another, the few transient whites who came into the area tended to follow the 
Gitxsan's rules and norms for regulating economic relations. Disputes between 
Gitxsan and Company traders tended to be resolved along traditional compensation or 
blood vengeance lines rather than through English law. With the relegation of the fur 
trade to second place after mining in the non-Native economy after 1858, 
accommodations and reciprocal relations between Natives and whites did continue. 
3 Sir E. Bulwer Lytton (sec. of state, colonies) to Douglas, 31 July 1858, in British Columbia. Papers Connected with 
the Indian Land Question. 1850--1875 (Victoria, 1875), p. 12, cited in Barry Gough, Gunboat Frontier: British Maritime 
Authority and Northwest Coast Indians. 1846·90. (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press , 1984), p. 77. 
4 Minutes of the Executive Council of British Columbia Relative to the Indian Troubles on the Skeena River and the 
Expenses of the Expedition Sent to that Locality, BCA, GR 1108, Box 1, File 1. 
5 Gough ... p. 77. 
6 Robert Galois, "The History of the Upper Skeena Region, 1850 to 1927," Native Studies Review, no. 2, (1993-1994), 
pp. 120. 
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For example, the Gitxsan permitted the Skeena river to accommodate supply routes 
giving life to the Omineca, and some even participated in the new economy. For their 
part, miners, like their predecessors, hired Gitxsan packers and guides, and the 
Gitxsan's traditional land use patterns and trading relations between villages and with 
other nations were changing but continued relatively unobstructed.7 
But the gold rushes to the Fraser river (1858), Omineca Mine (1870), and the 
Klondike and Lorne Creek mines brought with them an expanded and diversified 
white presence, a presence that was generally disrespectful of the Gitxsan's attempts 
to control territorial access. Accompanying this was the Hudson's Bay Company's 
decision to adjust trading routes in a way that marginalized Gitxsan participation. The 
measles epidemics intensified the sense of loss of control as large portions of the 
Gitxsan population died during the 1860s and 1870S.8 Some tried to cope with these 
changes by welcoming missionaries, whose presence arguably sowed further 
divisions in the Gitxsan's struggling communities. Close on the heels of these changes 
was the Collins Overland Telegraph line (Kispiox to Quesnel) and the small number of 
settlers it brought, who helped to make Hazelton the new hub of economic activity in 
the area. As Robert Galois puts it, tensions between the G itxsan and the newcomers 
grew as the "scale and frequency of Indian-white interactions increased". 9 
These tensions influenced a number of homicides that required governmental 
intervention, and the protests that this involvement engendered. Settlers often were 
convinced that their lives and property were at risk, inciting them to petition the 
government to enforce their ideas of law and order and to protect their economic 
futures. In turn, the government tended to comply, sometimes with more permanent 
local enforcement measures, other times with more decisive action in the matter at 
hand. Legal interventions in 1884 and 1888, the establishment of local law 
! Galois, pp. 113-183. 
8 lbid., p. 119. 
9 lbid., pp. 113-183. 
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enforcement in 1889, and the advent of the police station in 1909, followed threatened 
"uprisings" and subsequent pressure from local miners or settlers. In this manner, the 
Gitxsan increasingly were caught between the pressures of legal colonization and 
settlement. English law thus secured the balance of influence over homicide cases on 
Gitxsan territory, and did so with a degree of compliance and without open warfare. 
It is important to appreciate that the power shift on the upper Skeena region 
occurred in the context of a larger shift in power from First Nations to the newcomers. 
This is why efforts by the state to replace First Nations' methods of dispute resolution 
with the state legal system will be referred to as "legal colonialism." "Colonialism" 
acknowledges that English law and order affected the Gitxsan as a part of the broad 
colonization process through which the Europeans extended their influence around 
the globe. In Australia, New Zealand, and the western United States, indigenous 
peoples came under increasing pressure to conform to the state's law. The Gitxsan 
felt this pressure on the upper Skeena in terms of a variety of interconnected changes, 
the law being only one part. The term "legal colonialism" reflects that the Gitxsan 
became familiar with the state's law in the context of nineteenth century colonialism 
that shifted the balance of power in favour of the newcomers. 
Many scholars have addressed the role of English law among First Nations, but, 
few British Columbia historians examine one First Nation's relationship with the 
common law over a long period. Those that do, fail to inquire into whether or not 
Aboriginal law continued to resolve conflicts past the advent of local state law 
enforcement. Hamar Foster examines many nineteenth century cases in which 
Hudson's Bay Company and colonial authorities tried First Nation people for killing 
members of tribes other than their own, without showing how individual tribe's 
experiences with English legal interventions changed over the years. 10 Nor does Barry 
10 Hamar Foster, "'The Queen's Law is Better Than Yours': International Homicide in Early British Columbia," Essays 
in the History of Canadian Law. Jim Phillips, Tina Loo and Susan Lewthwaite (eds.) (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1994), pp. 41-111 . 
6 
Gough address one First Nation in depth, when arguing that the superior military 
capacity of the colonial government forced Native cultures to accept British law and 
order.,, Tina Loa's theoretical discussion of the role of laissez-faire liberalism in 
bringing British law to Aboriginal communities is also different from the focused 
approach taken by the thesis, because she addresses many First Nations rather than 
detail the experiences of one. 12 Legal historians who do focus on the experiences of 
individual First Nations tend to emphasize specific incidents rather than the tribe's 
long-term experiences. For example, Doug Harris, 13 Keith Carlson, 14 and Edward 
Hewlette15 each concentrate on aspects of a single First Nation's relationship with legal 
colonialism, but inquire into only relatively brief time spans, no more than one year, 
and usually incidents of one day or less. Analyzing the evolution of the Gitxsan's 
interactions with the state's legal apparatus into the twentieth century reveals a 1onger 
span in legal colonialism's development than that addressed by the shorter term 
studies, and provides a level of detail missing from the broader analyses of Gough and 
Loo. This approach has its advantages, allowing deeper consideration of how the 
Gitxsan's culture influenced the process and continued past the advent of local 
Canadian law enforcement. L 
Another contribution of the thesis is that it reveals characteristics of British 
Columbia that separate it from other regions. There were significant differences 
between the American West and British Columbia in the nineteenth century. The 
American West was characterized by open warfare, and among the Cherokee, for 
example, mixed-blood leadership facilitated the decision to formally forego traditional 
"Barry Gough, Gunboat Frontier: British Maritime Authority and Northwest Coast Indians, 1846-1890. (Vancouver: 
UBC Press, 1984). 
12 Tina Loo, "Tonto's Due: Law, Culture, and Colonization in British Columbia," Making Western Canada: Essays on 
European Colonization and Settlement. Catherine Cavanaugh and Jeremy Mout (eds.) (Toronto: Garamond Press, 
1995), pp. 62-103. -
13 Douglas Harris, "The Nlha7kapmx Meeting at Lytton, 1879, and the Rule of Law," BC Studies, no. 108, Winter, 
(1996), pp. 5-25. 
14 Keith Thor carlson, "The Lynching of Louie Sam," BC Studies. no.1 09, (1996), pp. 63-79. 
15 Edward Sleigh Hewlette, ''The Chilcotin Uprising of 1864," BC Studies, no.19, (1973 ), pp. 50-72. 
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blood vengeance for the American legal system.16 The Gitxsan never went through 
such a formal decision making process. The attitudes and responses of various 
villages and families must be inferred from their actions, not records left by the formal 
development of a hybrid tribal-common law system. These qualitative differences 
between the regions suggest fundamental distinctions between their respective 
experiences with legal colonization that warrant a different approach to British 
Columbia. 
It is curious that a history of the continuity of Gitxsan traditional law in particular 
is not discussed in the literature, considering that scholars writing of Gitxsan history do 
address the post-nineteenth century continuity of non-dispute resolution components 
to their culture. Since the Gitxsan were one of the most prominent First Nations of 
northern British Columbia, scholars have written a great deal about them over the last 
half century. For example, John Darling has argued that the Gitxsan land tenure 
system lasted well past 1900,17 and Robert Galois addresses the preservation of the 
feast and the continued protests over land expropriation up until 1927. Hamar Foster 
addresses "international" homicide cases (including those connected with the Gitxsan) 
occurring during the nineteenth century, noting that native groups "must have been 
dismayed" to find that colonial authorities did not share their ideas of compromise 
when it came to which cultures' law should prevail over murder incidentS. 18 And yet 
the continuity of the Gitxsan's traditional dispute resolution mechanisms remains to be 
addressed. The thesis makes up for this shortcoming in the literature. 
In addition to contributing to historical understanding of British Columbia history 
for its own sake, the detail and scope of the thesis provides a unique angle on current 
challenges facing the Gitxsan. Emphasizing the Gitxsan, rather than the experiences 
16 Michelle Daniel, "From Blood Feud to Jury System; the Metamorphosis of Cherokee Law from 1750 to 1840," 
American Indian Quarterly, Spring, (1987), p. 115. 
17 John Davidson Darling, "The Effects of Culture Contact on the Tsimshian System of Land Tenure During the 
Nineteenth Century," MA thesis, U.B.C., 1955. 
18 Foster, pp. 41-111 . 
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of First Nations across British Columbia as do other scholars of the legal colonialism 
field, should allow insights specific to the Gitxsan that will inform understanding of the 
current "decolonization" process that they are facing. History, after all , is about finding 
meaning in the past, and there is no better way to do this than to put current 
challenges in proper historical context. Today, the Gitxsan Health Authority's efforts to 
deal with the failure of the criminal justice system to mitigate crime on their reserves 
include plans to devolve primary responsibility for justice administration from the 
federal government to their traditional House system.19 This "Peace and Justice: Five-
Year Plan" was designed to "allow the dispute resolution laws and methods of the 
Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en people to interact with the provincial justice system in a way 
that does not undermine the integrity of either."al Inquiring into how the Gitxsan 
responded to law enforcement in the nineteenth century, and persevered with 
traditional mechanisms into the twentieth century, will help provide historical context to 
these current events. For a start, the thesis shows how "Peace and Justice" is the latest 
in a long line of assertions of traditional justice mechanisms. This codification of 
traditional laws in a form palatable to both the Gitxsan and the provincial government 
marks the culmination of the efforts of both parties. But the thesis suggests that it can 
be best understood as the result of the Gitxsan's historic political and legal efforts to 
negotiate a strategy for coexistence with the Canadian legal system, efforts rooted in 
the nineteenth century. 
In many ways, "Peace and Justice" is really about the Gitxsan's efforts to 
reassert the traditional rights required to revitalize a sense of well-being among the 
people and the health of the community (hence: restorative justice). It is part of a broad 
range of measures that also include the now well known case Delgamuukw v British 
Columbia. This thesis addresses this measure as well , assessing evidence provided 
19 Unlocking Aboriginal Justice," unpublished proposal , p. 2. 
~ Ibid. , summary. Note that Unlocking Aboriginal Justice is incorporated into the Peace and Justice plan. 
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by defence counsel, entitled,"The Imposition and Acceptance of Law and Order Within 
the Claim Area." Among other things, the author of this document, David Ricardo 
Williams, argues that the "Indian population" submitted to the legal and political power 
of the white community, and did not substantially resist "the introduction of white men's 
law." He also argues that no evidence suggests that the "native people" had political or 
legal sovereignty in the "claim area" (upper Skeena). 21 He predicates his point on 
documents showing that Gitxsan chiefs and regular Gitxsan individuals overtly 
expressed their acceptance of Canadian legal jurisdiction over their disputes, and, 
participated in the new legal system, as defendants, plaintiffs, accused, and special 
constables.~ 
That Williams's argument was put forward by a lawyer rather than an historian, 
and in the context of a case, has obvious implications for the validity of his historical 
account. Zl His opinion piece is intended more to advance the cause of the defence 
than to attempt an objective understanding of the past. He does not consider whether 
or not the Gitxsan resisted legal colonialism through continuing to use traditional legal 
mechanisms in instances where Canadian legal officials claimed jurisdiction. This 
resistance to the "white man's law" would be relevant to whether or not Gitxsan legal 
sovereignty existed, and, if it did, whether or not it successfully competed with the 
Queen's sovereignty. This thesis demonstrates that the Gitxsan people did not "accept" 
Canadian law in numerous instances between 1889 and 1909. In other words, the 
thesis refutes the argument put forward by the defence that the Gitxsan did not 
substantially resist "the introduction of white men's law."24 In doing so, the thesis will be 
relevant to judgments following a reconstitution of the Delgamuukw case. 
21 David R. Williams, Q. C., "Imposition and Acceptance of Law and Order Within the Claim Area: Summary of Opinion 
Evidence," court evidence, (March, 1987), p. 1. 
22 lbid., pp. 12-52. 
23 Robin Fisher, "Judging History: Reflections on the Reasons for Judgment in Delgamuukw v. B.C.," BC Studies, no. 
96, Autumn (1992), pp. 43-54. 
24 Williams, pp. 12-52. 
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It is difficult to overstate the legal and political effects of Delgamuukw. Certainly 
the case has reached the minds of the popular press and the Canadian public. 25 But 
its greatest significance can be found in its implications for judicial and negotiated land 
claims settlements. While the Canadian Supreme Court ruled that the British 
Columbia Supreme Court would have to make the final judgment in Delgamuukw, it 
also suggested that the G itxsan could win back their traditional land, and the cultural 
recognition required to manage it according to the House system. The Court also ruled 
that Aboriginal title had not been extinguished implicitly by provincial legislation in 
British Columbia, and exempted First Nation oral traditions from the hearsay rule, 
enabling the Gitxsan to prove their claims to title in court. The ruling enhanced the 
chances of success of other potential and active First Nation litigants in British 
Columbia, improving First Nation's bargaining positions in negotiations.:!) 
The thesis relies upon a variety of documentary sources, including British 
Columbia Sessional Papers, Attorney-General correspondence, British Columbia 
Police records, Sabine Agency records, and British Columbia and Hazelton 
newspapers, such as the Hazelton Post and the Victoria Daily Colonist. These archival 
sources serve as a rich source of understanding of Gitxsan behaviours and attitudes 
towards Canadian law. Correspondence between the Attorney-General and British 
Columbia Police superintendents, as well as their local police and Indian agent 
counterparts, show the actions and underlying rationale for the government's handling 
of Gitxsan uprisings in 1884 and 1888, while petitions provided by the Gitxsan 
themselves reveal how their authors perceived these interventions, and just how far 
they were willing to go in accepting English law. Marius Barbeau's Northwest Coast 
Files includes an immense volume of oral accounts provided mostly by Gitxsan people 
25 For example, Time Magazine, "VVhose Home And Native Land?", Toronto: (15 February, 1999), p. 19. 
26 Premier Glen Clark, M.L.A. Vancouver-Kingsway, "Official Report of Debates of the Legislative Assembly 
[Excerpt], " Province of British Columbia, 3rd Session, 36th Parliament. Monday, December 14, 1998, Afternoon 
Sitting. 
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and a few whites who witnessed various police actions and incidents after the 1850s. 
These oral sources, as recorded with the aid of William Beynon, go a long way in 
representing Gitxsan perspectives. A similar contribution is also made by Gitxsan 
accounts provided in Diamond Jenness's files. Efforts were made to interview Gitxsan 
informants, but no one was found willing to discuss events not already well 
represented by these recordings. While not being a truly balanced inquiry, the thesis 
fully exploits the first and second hand indigenous perspectives preserved by reliable 
European recorders. 
Chapter One 
Gitxsan Culture Introduced 
12 
On the premise that appreciating the nature and results of Gitxsan responses to 
legal colonialism requires an understanding of how their traditional House system 
influenced their decisions, it is important to draw on ethnographies, missionary 
accounts, and traditional oral history, the ada'ox, to construct such an understanding. 
This chapter will begin by outlining the Gitxsan's geographical and historical relations 
with their Aboriginal neighbours, and will then address the Gitxsan's social 
organization, chiefs, spiritual beliefs, and feasts. Lastly, Chapter One will describe the 
Gitxsan norms that regulate disputes within and between families, villages, and tribes. 
The Gitxsan are a Tsimshian people who live between one hundred and four 
hundred kilometres inland from the mouth of the Skeena river. They live in several 
villages on the river, including, among others, Kispiox, Kuldo, Kisgaga'as (Kisgagas), 
Kitsegyukla (Gitsegukla) , Kitwancool (Gitanyow), 1 Gitwangak (Kitwanga), and Hazelton 
(Gitenmax). Although united by culture and language, each village tended to operate 
as an "independent territorial, economic, and political unif' in the nineteenth century.2 
In the twentieth century, the Kitwancool have pursued land claims separately from the 
rest of the Gitxsan and remained independent from common Gitxsan organizations. 3 
To the southeast are the Wet'suwet'en, with whom the Gitxsan jointly pursued 
Delgamuukw v. British Columbia, and with whom they share cultural similarities and 
marriage ties, although they are separated by language (the Wet'suwet'en speak an 
Athapaskan language) and social identity.4 In the nineteenth century, the Tahltan and 
Tsetsuate people, quite different from the Tsimshian nations culturally and 
1 Neil Sterritt, with Robert Galois, Peter R. Grant, Susan Marsden, Richard Overstall, Tribal Boundaries in the Nass 
Watershed, {Vancouver: UBC Press , 1998), p. 23, p. 73. _. 
2 Margaret Seguin, The Tsimshian : Images of the Past, Views from the Present, {Vancouver: UBC Press, 1993), p. x. 
3 Neil Sterritt, et al , p.5. 
4 John W. Adams, The Gitksan Potlatch: Population Flux. Resource Ownership and Reciprocity, {Canada: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston of Canada, Limited, 1973), p.5. 
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linguistically, possessed territories extending eastward and northward of the Gitxsan, 
including parts of the Stikine ri\(er watershed and the upper Nass river. 5 Northeast and 
northwest along the Nass river live the Nisga'a, while the Coast Tsimshian reside to 
the west. The Nisga'a, Coast Tsimshian, and Gitxsan are often referred to as 
"Tsimshian" people because they share similar dialects, culture, and legal traditions, 
although they have always maintained political independence form one another. 6 Well 
into the colonial period, the Gitxsan enjoyed sophisticated economic relationships with 
these neighbours, especially the Nisga'a. Russian, American, and English traders, 
who arrived at the end of the eighteenth century, traded primarily with the Coast 
Tsimshian, through whom goods found their way to the Gitxsan villages. 7 Conflicts 
between these Aboriginal groups over marriages, lands, and murders were not 
uncommon, but were managed by a jointly recognized compensatory system that 
resolved disputes and usually prevented widespread deaths or economic 
disturbance. s 
The Gitxsan do not-have "institutions which can be viewed as discretely 
political, economic, domestic, or spiritual ; rather, their institutions simultaneously 
perform a multiplicity of functions."9 Yet they are united by a common linguistic and 
cultural identity. Each village has its own independent "territorial, economic, and 
political unit" , with its own ayuks (crests) and totems. 10 Villages are further organized 
into wilps (Houses), which are the central organizational unit of Gitxsan society. Each 
village has wilps of Fireweed, Frog, Raven, and Wolf, which also have their own ayuks 
and totems_,, Clans are also a significant part of Gitxsan society, but they have a less 
5 Sterritt , et al , p. 5, pp. 255-256. 
" Adams , p.5. 
7 Clarence Bolt, Thomas Crosby and the Tsimshian: Small Shoes for Feet Too Large. (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1992), 
p.15. 
8 Sterritt, et al. , p. 5. 
9 Gisday Wa and Delgam Uukw, The Spirit In The Land: Statements of the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en Hereditary 
Chiefs in the Supreme Court of British Columbia, 1987-1990, (Gabriola: Reflections , 1992}, p. 30. 
1 ~ Seguin, p. x. 
11 Bolt, pp.5-6. 
14 
prominent role than wilps because wilps have rights to territory. Ayuks provide a visual 
record of the major historical events experienced by the ancestors of this group, while 
ada 'ox provide the oral record of the wilp 's history. 12 At feasts these ayuks are 
displayed prominently, and the ada'ox are performed as well , to remind the people of 
their origins and history, and to signify and enforce the wilps apportioned title over the 
village territories. The ada 'ox, ayuks, and songs represented the wilps "spirit power," 
or daxgyet. 13 
Garfield and Wingert argue that the "Gitxsan did not have the wealth of the 
coastal tribes and therefore did not place much emphasis on chief's positions. They 
had no tribal [viilage] chiefs."14 Wilp chiefs, however, wield extensive powers over a 
broad range of matters, once they accede to their chiefly name. 15 Each wilp chief has 
"the right to control access to his territory, and to manage the resources taken there," 
and his authority extends to "salmon fishing sites, hunting grounds, and berry patches" 
in particular. 16 The wilp chief is expected to allocate rights to use resources to his wilp 
members, and even to non-wilp members as required.17 Other duties include his 
responsibility to protect the wilp's production components, including skills, labour, and 
the resources themselves, in order to secure high living standards for wilp and friendly 
non-wilp members. Protection at times involves mitigating competing claims from other 
wi/ps, and, maintaining reciprocal relations with the spirit world , including animals, 
fish, and the land itself. 18 There may not have been a central Gitxsan or village chief in 
the nineteenth century, but no ideal required that all of the wilp chiefs share power 
equally: "one local lineage segment often held the highest ranked names and 
12Gisday Wa and Delgam Uukw, p. 25. 
13 lbid. , p.26. 
14 Viola E. Garfield and PaulS. Wingert, The Tsimshian Indians and Their Arts. (Seattle and London: University of 
Washington Press, 1966), pp. 34-35. 
15 Gisday Wa and Delgam Uukw, p. 32. 
16 Sequin, p. xii. Sequin's argument is made in the context of discussing the "Tsimshian", with whom she includes the 
Gitxsan, Nisga'a, Haida, Tlingit, and Southern Tsimshian. 
17 Gisday Wa and Delgam Uukw, pp. 30-32. 
18 lbid ., p. 33. 
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controlled a larger territory." 19 
Underlying chiefly authority and the wilp system is a spirituality that legitimizes 
and directs most other aspects of Gitxsan society. The relationship between the spirit 
world and other aspects of the culture-- hunting, the wilp system, authority, dispute 
resolution-- is complex, and is not fully determined in the literature. What is clear is 
that spiritual forces influence nearly all aspects of how the Gitxsan interact with each 
other and view the world. For example, misfortunes are attributed to mismanagement 
of relations with the spirit world, and the actions of people who engage in destructive 
behaviour are attributed to evil spirits, which are to be tamed and mitigated through 
naxnox performances at the feasts. Naxnox is the spirit power that Chiefs inherit, 
along with their Chiefly name and wilp crests, to deal with negative forces. They do so 
by taking on a naxnox name and properly dispensing with their responsibilities to the 
wilp: for example, enforcing reciprocal relations with the hunted animals of the wilp 's 
territory. These animals live in a human form in the spirit world, and are therefore very 
aware, intelligent beings who give of their lives willingly to the hunter.aJ The Chief 
might arrange for gratitude to be expressed in a feast, and ensure that proper hunting 
practices are followed. This responsibility goes to the Chief because as the personal 
embodiment of the wilp, and the one with the most spirit power invested in his wilp, he 
is to represent the wilp to the spirit world. 21 This is but one example of many kinds of 
spirit forces and the ways they are negotiated.22 
If spirituality is the force that directs and validates Gitxsan life, the feast is the 
primary institution with which spiritual life is expressed and managed. Like other 
Gitxsan institutions, feasts continue to be "one and at the same time political, legal, 
19 Seguin, p. xii. Sequin's argument is made in the context of discussingJhe "Tsimshian", whom she includes the 
Gitxsan. Nisga'a, Haida, Tlingit, and Southern Tsimshian. 
20 Bolt, pp.12-13. 
21 Gisday Wa and Delgam Uukw, pp. 32-34 
22 Adams, pp. 43-47 for a more complete description of the function of various kinds of naxnox in Gitxsan society. 
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economic, social , spiritual, ceremonial , and educational." Zl Members of other wilps 
and villages are invited to come to exchange gifts, which the chief gives away as an 
affirmation of his status and wealth. Social ties are renewed and affirmed, evil spirits 
are appeased, new Chiefs are proclaimed, and the ada 'ox are told at the various kinds 
of feasts : funeral, pole-raising, and headstone feasts to name a few. The songs, 
dances, and ayuks used in the feast to perform these various functions give it special 
significance in the spirit world. The ada 'ox and the feast principally deal with spiritual 
matters: recording origins and attributing mythical or supernatural meaning to things in 
a way that fulfills psychological needs and functions. 
In the nineteenth century, these aspects of Gitxsan society informed both their 
dispute resolution goals and means, and the way in which they contextualized and 
understood conflict. The apparent sources of conflict in Gitxsan society were the same 
as what one might expect elsewhere. Sharply defined acts such as homicide, forced 
sexual contact, accidental death, as well as discreet disagreements over inheritances 
and titles, disrupted the normal routine and threatened group stability. However, the 
way in which these conflicts threatened to ripple outwards to affect the broader 
community were more pronounced among Gixsan society than in Western cultures. 
Any dispute or altercation between individual members of different groups (wilps, 
villages, or tribes) were understood by the whole community as being a matter to be 
mitigated by both sides. There were no 'legalistic' distinctions made between 
individuals "directly involved" in the conflict and the culpable groups. Arguably, this 
followed from the fact that Gitxsan society was essentially non-hierarchical: chiefs 
could mediate and persuade at informal discussions, but in the eyes of the people, 
they were not invested with the authority to control members of the involved groups or 
otherwise enforce the peace. Even the pre-eminent village or wilp chiefs did not have 
executive powers. In the absence of any central authority, social order was ultimately 
23 Gisday Wa and Delgam Uukw, p. 31 . 
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preserved via the groups most directly involved. As such, in instances where the 
offender and the aggrieved party were from different wilps but the same village, the 
offender's wilp was liable for the offender's deed, and the aggrieved wilp was 
responsibie for preserving the dignity of the victim. 24 Individuals were deterred from 
inciting grievances by the knowledge that they would be accountable to their fellow 
wilp members. Because the wilp was the basic organizational component of the 
community, this principal of collective responsibility/liability worked outwards but not 
inwards. The same rules applied to conflicts between members of different wilps, 
villages, and tribes, but not within the Western concept of the nuclear "family." 
Tile primary means of restoring balance between the groups was through the 
transfer of compensation from the liable to the aggrieved party. According to a Gitxsan 
sub-chief, Neil Sterritt, this system was called xsiisxw. Sterritt writes: "compensation 
for the accidental death of an individual might involve a gift of material wealth ; for the 
murder of an important chief, it might involve the transfer of territory for the lifetime of 
the immediate family of the deceased; and for a series of unprovoked attacks on a 
neighbouring nation, it might involve the permanent transfer of territory to the innocent 
party. "~ 
Violent conflicts within wilps were rare because members were extremely 
careful to minimize discord. 26 Chiefs would mediate disputes between wilp members, 27 
although informal social sanctions and the likelihood of disapproval was probably 
enough to prevent intentionally aggressive behaviour. According to Drucker, even 
when violence or death did occur among wilp members, "usually nothing was done 
about it", as the group would not exchange compensation or take vengeance upon 
itself, although Drucker does admit of persons being killed by persons of their own wilp 
24 Terms such as "victim" and "criminal" are culture bound, but in most conflicts , there is a recognized offender and 
aggrieved party. 
25 Sterritt, et al. , p. 13. 
26 Philip Drucker, Cultures of the North Pacific Coast. (United States : Chandler Publishing Company, 1965), p.74. 
27 Gisday Wa and Delgam Uukw, p. 33. 
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in those rare cases of witchcraft or clan incest. 25 
If the goal of indigenous law was to act as a network of defences against 
ongoing strife, the inter-group methods were somewhat less constructive. The process 
of compensation negotiation often broke down because it was fraught with obstacles. 
The offended group tended to demand extravagant amounts of compensation in order 
not to devalue the victim, while the liable group aimed not to offer so little as to insult 
the victim's group, but not so much as to signal fear of them.Zl Sometimes, in the case 
of homicide, when adequate compensation was not forthcoming, the offended group 
would resort to blood vengeance by taking the life of a member of equal status from 
the other group. :I) Usually, the other group would retaliate in kind, and a blood feud 
would result. After deaths on both sides, negotiations would again be attempted and 
compensation secured, with or without the aid of a third party. Relations were 
normalized only as both sides were fairly confident that a fair resolution had been 
reached. The final resolution, whether between wilps, villages, or tribes, came as the 
settlement was recorded in ada 'ox at a feast at which all parties involved attended. 31 
The ada 'ox and the feast thus offered ways of entrenching peace agreements. They 
also presented knowledge of a spiritual perspective on. the discord. If this process was 
somehow disrupted, one or both parties would remain aggrieved for long afterwards, 
possibly responding in clandestine ways. At the very least, social and economic 
relations might suffer. 
These aspects of Gitxsan culture inform the remainder of this -inquiry. 
Knowledge of what actions constituted a "crime", who was liable, and how the dispute 
was to be resolved, contextualize the nature of the disputes in the proceeding case 
study analyses. Disputes during the colonial period, such as the burning of Gitsegukla 
28 Drucker, p. 74. 
29 Ibid. , p. 73. 
30 Depending on the viewpoint of the group, this act of vengeance would be considered a means to securing 
deserved compensation {life for a life} , or an act of aggression by the attacked group. 
31 Gisday Wa and Delgam Uukw, p. 31 . 
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(1872), killing of Haatq (1884), and shooting of Kamalmuk (1888) were fundamentally 
shaped by customary expectations of what constituted justifiable killing and 
recompense. Furthermore, understanding the degree to which, and ways in which, 
governmental legal interventions, and the "resolutions" that they produced, were 
consistent with Gitxsan law require an understanding of Gitxsan culture. Additionally, 
the variations in responses to legal interventions among the tribe were often 
predicated upon the cultural factors described above. Although the archival sources 
used in this inquiry make it impossible to fully explore every way in which Gitxsan 
culture shaped the evolution of legal colonialism, enough knowledge follows from the 
secondary literature heretofore reviewed to facilitate a strong understanding of the 
Gitxsan side to the story. 
Chapter Two 
Initial Interventions: 
Legal Colonialism in the 1860s and 1870s 
20 
There is not much known about the nature of local law enforcement in the 
upper Skeena area before the 1880s. But evidence suggests that English law 
established a slight but permanent influence over homicide cases in 1872, although 
Gitxsan law continued to have the balance of influence over domestic killings. As a 
result, English law among the Gitxsan of the upper Skeena remained confined largely 
to a theoretical presence. Chapter Two begins by demonstrating that the first major 
legal intervention to influence homicides involving Gitxsan people came in 1872, 
following the burning of Gitsegukla village. Then the discussion demonstrates how the 
settlement of this dispute reveals that Gitxsan law still had the balance of influence in 
the upper Skeena region. The lack of English legal influence over homicides is further 
suggested by the absence of a significant local constabulary. Lastly, homicides 
involving Hydagh and Thomas Hankin show that Gitxsan law maintained a significant 
influence even over killings involving whites. English law was present, but not very 
secure. 
Before 1872, English law had few, if any, major effects on the Gitxsan 
population. It could be argued that an 1869 governmental legal intervention affected 
the Gitxsan's sense of law and order, but examination of the case reveals otherwise. In 
that year, Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works Joseph Trutch recorded a first-
hand account of an incident in which British Columbia Governor Seymour secured a 
written agreement binding the Coast Tsimshian and Nisga'a to "henceforth live 
according to English law."1 Because the agreement did not pertain to the Gitxsan, it 
seems unlikely that it had much effect on the way theGitxsan conceptualized 
1 Joseph W. Trutch, Report and Journal by the Hon. The Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works, of the Proceedings 
in Connection With the Visit of His Excellency the Late Governor Seymour to the North-West Coast in Her Majesty's 
Ship Sparrowhawk, (Victoria: Government Printing Office, 1869). 
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homicide. While the agreement seems to have had a lasting influence on the Nisga'a's 
inter-tribal conflicts, it followed from a blood feud that had nothing to do with the 
Gitxsan, nor were Gitxsan present at its signing.2 Furthermore, Trutch provides no 
indication that it necessarily had any effect on tribes other than the Nisga'a and 
Tsimshian.3 Government officials tended to recognize the Gitxsan as a politically and 
geographically distinct people who resided several hundred kilometres from the Coast 
Tsimshian and Nisga'a. Trutch was no exception in this regard, distinguishing 
between the Gitxsan and their neighbours in a subsequent legal intervention by 
gunboat. 4 That being stated, it is conceivable that since the Nisga'a had agreed to 
forego their blood vengeance norms, any future conflicts between themselves and the 
Gitxsan were not resolved according to this custom. Perhaps disputes between these 
tribes were influenced by the imperatives of English law, or resolved with the help of a 
local government official. Theoretically, agreements to abandon inter-tribal dispute 
resolution mechanisms would thereby pressure other tribes not directly involved to 
come to terms with colonial law. However, this influence remains pure speculation. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the signing of the Nisga'a-Seymour 
agreement in 1869 did not constitute legal colonization of the Gitxsan. 
Moreover, evidence suggests that the Gitxsan had not yet come under 
significant legal influence by 1869 through means other than the Nisga'a-Tsimshian-
Seymour agreement. In Trutch's 1869 report, he states that questions of law and 
sovereignty were indeed still to be 'settled' at Bella Coola, a region approximately five 
hundred kilometres south west of the headwaters of the Nass and Skeena rivers and 
Gitxsan territory.5 Apparently, settlers had requested law enforcement in the wake of 
2 Marius Barbeau and William Beynon, recorders, "Recent Tsimshian Warfare (1868)," Tsirnshian Narratives 2: Trade 
and Warfare, pp. 236-238. 
3 Trutch, Reoort and Journal. 
4 Robert Galois, "The Burning of Kitsegukla, 1872," BC Studies, no. 94, 1992, pp. 59-81. 
5 Robin Fisher, Contact and Conflict: Indian-European Relations in British Columbia,1774-1890, (Vancouver: UBC 
Press, 1977), p. xxx. 
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the murder of an interior man, at the hands of either visiting or local First Nation 
people. Their requests were not to be satisfied, however, on the basis that "it is 
impossible to exercise any supervision or control over either Indians or white people at 
such remote posts."6 This was a clear abdication of governmental responsibility that 
went against the grain of stated policy at home and in London. It was also a blunt 
statement of the practical difficulties in imposing law and order in a northern region 
closer to established centres of white control than the Skeena river. If law and order 
was not being enforced in Bella Coola, it seems unlikely that it would have had much 
of an effect on the Gitxsan. 
Trutch states that Metlakatla Mission, which was near the mouth of the Skeena 
river, had a "humanizing influence on the surrounding savage tribes, tending directly 
to the discontinuance of barbarous customs such as have given rise to the outrages 
and disturbances now under reference."7 But he concludes that "it is evident that the 
very remoteness alone of such posts renders efficient protection a matter of much 
practical difficulty and in many cases entails on the Colonial government considerable 
embarrassment and pecuniary outlay."8 It was difficult to enforce the law at Metlakatla 
because it required emergency efforts of the government, which revealed the 
weakness of colonial law in the northern reaches of the colony. Indeed, the fact that 
"such posts" required governmental protection at all suggests that they had a marginal 
ability to enforce law and order even amongst neighbouring tribes. 
Additionally, the fact that traditional xsiisxw involving open warfare among 
several major tribes of the Skeena river continued at least into the 1860s suggests that 
English law had a marginal influence, if any at all, during that decade. An example is 
a xsiisxw that occurred at Meziaden Lake in 1861 and that is still discussed among 
Gitxsan elders today. In this event, the Nisga'a Head-Chief, Hlidax, killed a Tsetsaut 
6 Trutch, Report and Journal. 
7 lbid . 
8 lbid . 
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man named Saniik and his son. Mutual suspicion had sabotaged attempts to forge a 
trading relationship when they met hunting at Smailx (near Portland Canal) .9 When 
the Tsetsaut took revenge against Hlidax's relatives of the Nisga'a House of 
Gitlaxdamixs, at Meziaden Lake, they inadvertently killed two Gitinyow chiefs, 
Taxawok and Ligigalwil. 10 Recognizing their mistake, the Tsetsaut "attempted to make 
peace with the Gitinyow by offering them compensation. However, their efforts were 
futile, and resulted in bloodshed. When the Gitinyow were travelling to Awiijii to 
conclude the agreement with the Tsetsuat, they decided to kill their Tsetsaut guides, 
suspecting them of treachery_,, Relations seem to have been relatively uneventful for 
approximately seven years. Then, the Tsetsuat returned to camp at Meziadin Falls, 
probably testing the Gitxsan to see if it was safe to trade in the area. As soon as the 
Gitanyow heard about the encroachment, however, they sent a runner to the Nisga'a 
requesting a joint expedition to go to war with the Tsetsaut. When the Gitanyow and 
Nisga'a men arrived at the Tsetsuat's camp, however, they found the Tsetsuat willing 
to leave the area in order to resolve the conflict more peacefully, and a xsiisxw 
ensued. Reverend McCullogh, the Nisga'a's Indian agent, wrote down the ada'ox 
recording of the event in the 1900s, which was told to him by 'Wiilitsxw, a member of 
the Gitanyow Wolf Clan. According to McCullogh's account, the Tsetsuat put on a 
dance before their enemies, presumably the Gitanyow. A large fire was built in a 
clearing among the trees, and the Tsetsuat chiefs and women again danced and sang 
before their guests the "gawaganii" song. A Gitxsan elder, Fred Johnson, testified in 
Delgamuukw that after singing the peace song, the Tsetsuat Chief ceremoniously 
waved a goose wing, offering the territory around Meziaden as compensation for the 
death of the two chiefS.12 When the ceremony was finished, the Tsetsuat "left for the 
9 Neil Sterritt with Robert Galois, Peter R. Grant, Susan Marsden, Richard Overstall, Tribal Boundaries in the Nass 
Watershed, (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1998), pp.44-45. 
10 lbid., p. 46. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Fred Johnson, Commission Evidence given in Delgamuukw v. the Queen, September, 1986, p. 1-58 and p.1-59. 
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Stikine, and have never since set eyes on . . . Meziadin."13 This agreement proved 
durable, and the land transfer contained therein was even recognized by McCullogh 
approximately fifty years later.14 Another xsiisxw took place in 1865, according to a 
Gitxsan women named Luuskayk. She provides the following account: 
I was born at Kispiox about seventy years ago [c. 1854]. My father 
belonged to the Wolf phratry in that village, my mother to the owl 
[Giskaast] phratry, so they gave me the name Luskayok, which means 
"Cry of the baldheaded eagle," the eagle being the crest of my father's 
phratry. One of my father's sisters married an Indian of the Long Grass 
band and went to live in his country. When I was eleven years old a fight 
occurred between these Long Grass Indians and the Kispiox people. 
Several Kispiox men were slain and five Long Grass Indians, among 
them my aunt's brother-in-law, who was killed by my mother's brother. 
The two peoples then settled their quarrel by holding a feast together in 
the Groundhog country, and my parents, lacking a son, sent me to live 
with my aunt as a mark of good will. 15 
Thus, a battle between the Kispiox and Long Grass People was resolved traditionally 
in the 1860s. In at least two major battles Gitxsan law continued to operate in the 
decade following Douglas's 1858 declaration. 
When considered in light of the evidence showing that English law and order 
had not yet reached Bella Coola, and was precarious at Metlakatla, this suggests that 
legal colonization of Gitxsan homicides was truly embryonic in the 1860s, if not 
nonexistent. This would have been particularly true of Gitxsan-Gitxsan homicide 
cases, which would have composed the majority of such incidents, given that the 
Gitxsan were by far more numerically numerous than the local whites. Indeed, Marius 
Barbeau recorded a Gitsegukla source as stating that, before 1872, "the law was ours 
13 Wi-lizqu and J.B. McCullagh, "An Indian Feud," North British Columbia News, July 1925, p. 174; Sterritt, et al. , p. 
48. On the other hand, Fred Johnson, whose father was present, testified in Delgamuukwthat a battle preceded the 
xsHsxw. See Commission Evidence of Fred Johnson, p. 1-61 , p. 1-62, in Delgamuukw v the Queen, September, 
1986. 
14 Fred Johnson, p. 1-66. 
15 Diamond Jenness, Preface, The Sekani Indians of British Columbia, Anthropological Series 20, National Museum of 
Canada Bulletin 84 {Ottawa: CMC, 1937), p. v; Sterritt, p.55. 
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to enforce."16 Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that if English law secured a degree 
of influence over northwest coast tribes by 1869, it had not yet established a foothold 
over Gitxsan homicides. That foothold was to come after confederation with Canada in 
1871, following the accidental burning of the Gitxsan village, Gitsegukla. 
In June of 1872, Gitsegukla people obstructed the work of prospectors by 
resolving not to "let any canoe pass" up the Skeena river until the following summer. 
They asserted that the only way for the government to have the blockade lifted 
peacefully was to abide by a Gitseguklan petition and provide financial 
compensation. 17 The Gitseguklan's were understandably aggrieved with white 
travellers who had allowed a camp fire to burn extensive parts of their village, 
including twelve houses and most of their contents, crest poles, and ten canoes worth 
some $6000. Unfortunately, ignorance of the damage caused, or fear of reprisals and 
costs, had led the campers to depart without negotiating the settlement required by 
indigenous law. 18 Furthermore, a constable from Port Essington touring the area to 
collect tax revenue, Robert Brown, noted that nothing short of an armed force with a 
magistrate would prevent violence, particularly as the accident had "foiiowed so 
quickly after the loss of seven Indians by drowning from freight canoes."19 Because 
there is no mention of the drowning in the documentation of the subsequent 
settlement, which suggests that the burning of the village was by far the primary 
concern, it is not possible to conclude that this was a umanslaughter'' case from either 
cultural viewpoint. In any event, the Gitseguklans believed that all of white society was 
culpable for the costs of the fire: the rmperatives of Gitxsan law suggest that whrte lives 
and property could have been taken as compensation. The Gitxsan probably opted to 
16 Marius Barbeau, The Downfall of Temleham, (Edmonton: Hurtig Publishers, 1943), p. 70. 
17 Petition from the People of Kitsegukla to the Lieutenant-Governor, enclosed with letter from Thomas Hankin to the 
Lieutenant Governor, BCA, GR 443, Box 58, File "B.C. Lieutenant-Governor Papers." 
,a Constable Brown to Provincial Secretary, 26 June 1872, BCA, GR 526, Box 3, File 465; Marius Barbeau and William 
Beynon, informant Charles Mark, CMC, Northwest Coast Files (Gitsegukla) (B-F-63.3) (1924), Box B5; Galois, p. 72. 
19 Constable Brown to Provincial Secretary, 26 June 1872, BCA, GR 526, Box 3, File 465. 
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blockade the Skeena river instead to avoid a broader war which they suspected would 
be lost or at least too costly. Their choice of protest was to prove a wise one, and an 
agreement between five Gitseguklan chiefs and Lieutenant-Governor Trutch was 
concluded on board H. M.S. Scout at Metlakatla, on August 9th, 1872. a> 
This agreement, and the events associated with the burning of Gitsegukla, are 
relevant to Gitxsan homicide incidents. As the first major interaction between Gitxsan 
law and Canadian law and the formal introduction of Canadian law in the upper 
Skeena area, the 1872 agreement with Trutch represents the general influence of 
English law in the region , and that includes police jurisdiction over homicide. The 
Gitsegukla agreement also is relevant to the thesis because it had long-term 
implications for Gitxsan attitudes towards traditional blood vengeance. The 
Gitseguklans agreed to forego blood vengeance in future grievances with other 
groups and to take them to the government instead. Canadian law was able to 
establish a foothold on the Skeena coast in 1872, but not without substantial 
compromise with traditional custom. 
In his article "The Burning of Kitsegukla, 1872," Robert Galois makes a similar 
point in arguing that the "writ of the state ran weakly, and, perhaps more significantly, it 
ran slowly" in the Skeena river, region21 and that a "balance of power" existed 
between the Gitxsan and whites in 1872.22 Specifically, Galois argues that the events 
leading up to the meeting suggest that the Gitseguklan chiefs descended the Skeena 
expecting a settlement that would respect their law, not a trial according with English 
law. Then, once on board H. M.S. Scout, the chiefs and the government officials held a 
"formal meeting, a settlement (including compensation, agreement, and written 
record), and an entertainment". Galois concludes that "nothing in this sequence of 
20 Galois, p. 70. Trutch was accompanied by William Duncan, as interpreter, and Attorney-General J.F. McCreight. 
21 Ibid., p.80. 
22 1bid., p. 81. 
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events, it should be noted, is incompatible with the structure of a Gitksan feast. "Zl 
Galois does an excellent job of assembling and analyzing the evidence on this 
case, which is virtually unaddressed in the literature elsewhere. However, his 
interpretation over emphasizes favourable evidence while not addressing some other 
key points. The following discussion aims to contribute to the understanding provided 
by Galois's piece through arguing that Gitxsan law had the balance of influence in the 
settlement. The final agreement required compensation for the Gitseguklans in 
exchange for removal of the blockade and the promise from them to take future 
grievances to the government instead of violating Canadian law. 24 Typically informed 
by the English ideology of cultural superiority, Trutch, now Lieutenant-Governor, 
expressed his interpretation of the agreement on board Scout 
First, the crimes committed by the Indians in blocking passage up the 
Skeena would be "forgiven" on this occasion. Such leniency was a 
product of the fact the Indians were only "children" and unfamiliar with 
White laws and customs. Secondly, he viewed the Kitsegukla fire as an 
accident, there being no evidence that the Whites had intended to burn 
the village. The government, therefore, could accept no responsibility for 
such an occurrence. Instead, out of charity, the people of Kitsegukla were 
to receive a "present . .. as an act of grace to you and not a payment of 
debt." Finally, Trutch was at some pains to insist that, in the event of 
subsequent transgressions, the "Indians" would be punished. On the 
other hand, should the Kitsegukla chiefs have any complaints "against 
any one 'they would 'always find I am ready to hear you."'z; 
Aside from further demonstrating that the 1872 gunboat intervention was the 
first major assertion of common law amongst the people of the Skeena river, Trutch's 
first comment reflects a great deal about the reality of Canadian law enforcement. Had 
English law been enforced in 1872, G itseguklans would have been tried for 
blockading the river, shooting at traders, and numerous other acts theoretically 
2
" Ibid. , pp. 59-81 . 
2' 1oid .• p. 78. 
26 As summarized by Galois, p. 71 . 
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'illegal' .26 Because the officials were far from southern centres of power, and the local 
white population was comparatively small, it would have been too costly in terms of 
life, finances, and mining opportunity to punish the Gitxsan. Threatening to bombard 
the village as the government had done in other areas of the province, even if Scout 
and Boxer had been able to ascend the narrow Skeena river, would not have provided 
much bargaining leverage since Gitsegukla had already been practically destroyed 
anyway. And sending in a large ground force would have been extremely costly in 
financial, political , and human terms. By contrast, taking the Gitseguklan chiefs to 
Metlakatla (away from their territory) to sign the settlement had required only a few 
soldiers with little risk of conflict. In 1888, the government sent in a large ground force 
to curb assertions of Gitxsan law. But in that case the government believed that a 
forceful intervention was required to prevent the possible, perhaps imminent, death of 
large numbers of whites. In 1872, the major fear was that mining would be adversely 
affected; the shooting at traders had been minor and incidental , and there was no 
expectation that white deaths were imminent. Moreover, sending in troops could have 
alarmed the population in southern parts of the province and served as an 
embarrassment should officials to the south and across the Atlantic hear about the 
precarious nature of English law in northern British Columbia. Indeed, embarrassment 
was one of the consequences of enforcing English law at Metlakatla in 1869 that 
Trutch had wanted to avoid, and it may have been a factor in his decision to 
compromise in 1872. v 
In light of these considerations, the expedient option was to strike a peaceful 
resolution that gave the appearance that law and order were maintained, an 
appearance that was accepted by The Daily Standard. which reported that the matter 
26 Marius Barbeau and William Beynon, informant Mark Wiget, CMC, Northwest Coast Files (Gitsegukla) (B-F-63.1) 
(1924), Box B5; Marius Barbeau and William Beynon, informant Dan Guxsan, CMC, Northwest Coast Files 
(Gitsegukla) (B-F-63.2) (1924), Box B5 
27 Trutch, Report and Journal. 
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had been resolved peacefully by an arrangement at Trutch's hand. a~ The Gitseguklans 
seem not to have registered displeasure with Trutch's first comment, that they were not 
punished for blockading the Skeena because they were "children" unfamiliar with 
white law, because they did not understand his meaning, or perhaps they believed 
that his statement was a face-saving measure made tolerable by the presence of an 
armed gunboat and soldiers. What made Trutch's position even more agreeable was 
the fact that he had not enforced English law with respect to the Gitxsan's blockade or 
other "offences" transpiring in the course of it. Arguably, Trutch's "leniency" was not 
inconsistent with colonial practice elsewhere where past transgressions were forgiven 
upon the understanding that the common law would be enforced henceforth. 
Nonetheless, nothing about the agreement demonstrates that English law was 
enforced in 1872. 
On the other hand, Trutch's second point shows that Gitxsan law was enforced 
by the settlement. From his viewpoint, the settlement did not enforce indigenous law 
since the payment contained therein was a "gift" rather than "compensation" that could 
be construed as an acceptance of liability. Even if the chiefs understood Trutch's 
intent, they had to make up their own minds about the meaning of the exchange. It was 
stiil up to them to interpret the settlement from their own cultural viewpoint. They had to 
decide if the settlement was either inconsistent or consistent with Gitxsan law. Taking 
the former viewpoint would have entailed seeing Trutch's payment as a "gift" rather 
than "compensation". The size of the payment suggests that the chiefs may have 
understood and agreed with Trutch. The suggestion that they saw the $600.00 
payment as compensation, one tenth of the total cost of the damages according to 
Brown's estimate, seems at odds with indigenous law, which held that compensation 
should be about equal to the damages sustained. In ether words, given that the chiefs 
were aware that the payment was significantly less than the financial and cultural cost 
28 "The Lieutenant-Governor Arranges the Skeena Indian DiHiculty," The Daily Standard. 20 August 1872, p. 3. 
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of the damages, it seems reasonable to assume that they saw it as something other 
than "compensation". 29 
Yet in doing so, the chiefs would have had to admit to themselves and their own 
people that they had agreed to a settlement that disgraced their custom and that made 
a mockery of their blockade and petition, which were intended to solicit respect for 
their compensation laws. It is more probable that they chose to interpret Trutch's 
payment as partial compensation for the burning of Gitsegukla, despite the fact that it 
was a fraction of the cost of the damages. Northwest coast groups commonly had 
different ideas of what constituted "equal" compensation, and even who was liable. 
The Gitxsan may not have been surprised to receive such sparse payment. In fact, they 
may have been grateful , given their reported awe and fear at the sight of the warship.:J) 
Besides, the cost incurred by the whites from the blockade of the Skeena must have 
made otherwise inadequate financial compensation even more acceptable. 
Moreover, the compensation had come with the provision that more would follow 
"should they behave themselves,"31 and it seems that this promise was fulfilled in 1874, 
when Constable Brown recommended as much to the Provincial Secretary.3! The 
Gitxsan were expecting and had been promised compensation from Brown and 
others. After all, it was for compensation that they had blockaded the Skeena river and 
petitioned the government in the first place. 
The manner in which the compensation was given also seems to have been 
consistent with Gitxsan law. According to a Gitxsan man named Mark Wigyet: "The 
foremost chief got $90. Some got $80. Four got $90. And some $70 and $60. This was 
to assist the people to purchase nails and tools."33 Thus, money was distributed 
29 Petition from the People of Kitsegukla to the Lieutenant-Governor, enclosed with letter from Thomas Hankin to the 
Lieutenant Governor, BCA, GR 443, Box 58, File "B.C. Lieutenant-Governor Papers." 
30 William Duncan to Church Missionary Society, 3 February 1873, BCA, MS-2758, Reel A01709, Letterbook No.1, 
1871 -1876, pp. 155-156. 
31 Ibid. 
"' Letter by Constable Brown, 31 August 1874, BCA, GR 526, Box 11 . 
33 Marius Barbeau and William Beynon, informant Mark Wiget, CMC, Northwest Coast Files {Gitsegukla) {B-F-63.1 ), 
Box B5. 
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according to rank. 34 Because the relationship between rank and wealth was very 
important to Tsimshian peoples, this distribution clearly made the agreement more 
acceptable. :f) Thus, the inadequacy of the payment must have seemed a minor 
concern given the nature and existence of the compensation. Trutch's payment was 
consistent with indigenous compensation norms even though it was quite small, and, 
as Galois states, "there is no reason to believe that the Kitsegukla chiefs viewed these 
payments as 'an act of grace. "':l> In short, from the Gitxsan's viewpoint, the payment 
accorded with their law, and Trutch probably knew this since he had received the 
petition containing their demands.37 
Although Canadian law and order in the upper Skeena area was far from 
established by the 1872 settlement, Trutch's third point to the effect that the Gitxsan 
were to bring future grievances to the government rather than resolve them 
traditionally, was to have long-term affect. Both sides seem to have understood this 
aspect of the settlement in the same light. According to Barbeau, sixteen years later 
witnesses recalled , "We made a pledge, a pledge that binds our people in friendly 
loyalty, a memorable pledge to obey King George's law, to bring forth our disputes to 
his court, that he may adjudicate between us and our pale-faced neighbours. Ever 
since we have respected our agreement.":l> As will be shown in Chapter Three, this 
aspect of the agreement was to influence the Gitseguklan's response to a subsequent 
domestic homicide involving the Kitwancool in 1888. It is important to point out, 
however, that there is no evidence to show that the Gitseguklans brought any 
homicide cases to the government in the 1870s. Nor is there any reason to assume 
that people from villages other than Gitsegukla sought government intervention in 
34 Galois, p. 78. 
35 Clarence Bolt, Thomas Crosby and the Tsimshian: Small Shoes for Feet Too Large. (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1992), 
p. a.Tsimshian host Chiefs would distribute property in accord with the rank of recipients at potlatches. The quality 
and distribution of the gifts contributed to the leader's groups' status, and the quality of the entire feast. 
36 Galois , p. 81 . 
37 Petition from the People of Kitsegukla to the Lieutenant-Governor, enclosed with letter from Thomas Hankin to the 
Lieutenant Governor, BCA, GR 443, Box 58, File "B.C. Lieutenant-Governor Papers." 
36 Barbeau, The Downfall ofTemleham, pp. 71-72. 
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homicide incidents. 
In short, the Gitsegukla settlement involved concessions from both sides. For 
their part, officials obtained right of way for freight ascending and descending the 
Skeena river, paid a fraction of the compensation required to cover the cost of the 
damage done to Gitsegukla, and secured agreement to bring future disputes to the 
government. And yet, the Gitseguklans were not punished for blockading the Skeena 
despite the imperatives of English law, but instead were "rewarded" in a form 
congruent with traditional protocol. Their essential demands were also met. Clearly 
the people of Gitsegukla received little in exchange for their agreement to abide by the 
common law in the future. But the agreement shows that Gitxsan law predominated in 
1872. And while English law established a foothold over domestic homicides, this 
influence was not realized until 1888. It is reasonable to conclude that Gitxsan law 
continued to have the balance of influence over domestic homicides in the 1870s. 
Trutch's willingness to adhere to Gitxsan law is not surprising considering that 
there were few local officers of the law to enforce a peace more consistent with the 
1858 declaration. The necessity of long-distance governmental law enforcement in 
itself shows that there were few policeman on the ground. Indeed, the only constable 
in the area to report the blockade to the Provincial Secretary and negotiate its 
temporary lifting prior to Trutch's arrival was Brown, and he was stationed at Port 
Essington. And the fact that Brown, a government official residing so far from 
Hazelton, was the one responsible for collecting tax revenue from the few whites living 
near the Skeena river suggests that there were few, if any, government officials 
established on Gitxsan territory. Also notable is that none of the local officials who 
became embroiled in the matter made any mention of local police or efforts to 
coordinate with them. In fact, Brown suggests the opJX)site, requesting local law 
enforcement because "nothing short of the presence of a Magistrate supported by an 
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armed force" would be of any use against the Gitxsan's blockade and threats .:Jl And 
Stipendiary Magistrate W. H. Fitzgerald ordered Brown to "report himself at Hazelton, 
as it is highly requisite that a Government officer should be there, to impress the 
Indians that there is some person to look after them, as well as to afford protection to 
the settlers." Fitzgerald himself had contact with the Gitxsan, having made some 
attempt to mitigate agitation over the burning of Gitsegukla. But like Brown, he was 
stationed several hundred kilometres beyond Gitxsan territories, at Germansen Creek 
in the Omineca mining district.4J 
That police presence was minimal makes sense given the nature of ethnic 
relations at the time. Few whites lived in the area, and not many conflicts over 
resources occurred before the 1880s, despite the increased presence of miners. With 
few major aitercations over land and not much threat to the few settlers, there was little 
reason to establish a significant local constabulary. Victoria could hardly afford to pay 
for local enforcement in every such sparsely populated area of the province. 
There is also evidence of Gitxsan law determining matters concerned with the 
local deaths of their own people in the 1870s, particularly where whites were held 
liable. For example, a canoe under Hazelton trader Thomas Hankin's employ carrying 
goods capsized while navigating the rapids of Gitsegukla Canyon in the early 1870s. 
Because one of the "Huklegate" employees drowned, some Gitxsan at Hazelton 
demanded compensation from Hankin, who initially refused, hoping to "bluff the 
Indians out of their payment." However, the Gitxsan were not satisfied until payment 
exchanged hands.41 Even in the Omineca mines, which were organized and run by 
white miners, law enforcement officials themselves compromised with indigenous law. 
In 1874, when two "Indian" women were killed on Manson Creek, a suspect, Tommy, 
was apprehended and tried, but the judge was convinced that only enough evidence 
39 Constable Brown to Provincial Secretary, 26 June 1872, BCA, GR 526, Box 3, Rle 465. 
4° Fitzgerald to Provincial Secretary, 31 August 1872, BCA, GR 526, Box 4, File 621 , and Galois, pp. 76-77. 
41 Will H. Chase, Reminiscences of Captain Billie Moore, (Kansas City: Burton Publishing Company, 1947), p. 50. 
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existed to find him guilty of taking the womens' belongings, and he was sentenced to 
the New Westminster jail for theft. This was insufficient for the brother and uncle of the 
women, Hydagh, who threatened to kill Tommy's sister if the government did not 
compensate him for the loss of his relatives.~ Stipendiary Magistrate Fitzgerald, who 
seems to have been the supreme authority at the mines, promised him $76 
compensation, the same amount left over after the womens' funeral expenses. <t3 In 
addition to this effort, trader Thomas Hankin, "wrote out and forwarded" an application 
for this money on Hydagh's behalf. 44 Constable Brown appealed to the government to 
provide this compensation to Hydagh, 45 adding that "this matter although appearing 
small in Victoria may cost lives here."41 This is particularly notable since it happened at 
the Omineca mines, which were supposedly an enclave of newcomer jurisdiction. That 
the government compensated Hydagh for the homicide suggests that the suspect was 
white, or that the "white tribe" was seen as responsible because the homicide occurred 
in the course of a government operation. Notwithstanding the reasons why each of the 
two parties believed the government was responsible to Hydagh, the fact remains that 
both agreed Hydagh should be compensated. 
It could be argued that Hydagh's willingness to leave it to authorities to try 
Tommy in court exemplifies an increasing adherence to common law jurisdiction by 
the Gitxsan. However, it was normal for the government to have jurisdiction over 
crimes occurring in the course of its own operations. During the fur trade, the Hudson's 
Bay Company dealt with crimes involving white and Native employees occurring in the 
course of its own work, whether or not the death involved a Native person. It was 
nothing new for the Gitxsan to recognize the court's jurisdiction over homicide cases 
that happened in the Omenica mines. What is signifjcant about the case is that despite 
42 Brown to Provincial Secretary, 31 August 1874, BCA, GR 526, Box 1J . 
43 Ibid., 8 September 1874. 
44 Ibid., 31 August 1874. 
45 Ibid., 8 September 1874. 
46 Ibid., 31 August 1874. 
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the fact that Tommy was part of a white mining operation, the laws of vengeance and 
compensation were asserted by Hydagh and respected by whites, who responded by 
compensating him for the homicide, rather than trying him for threatening the same. 
Legal authorities determined Tommy's guilt according to common law procedure, but 
recognized Gitxsan law in the resolution of the conflict. Gitxsan law had a great deal of 
influence in the minds of both Gitxsan and whites of the Skeena river in 1874. 
Three points are notable from the preceding discussion. The first is that Gitxsan 
xsiisxw between tribes continued in the 1860s. Secondly, whites were held culpable 
and seemed to accept their responsibility in the Hankin and Hydagh incidents. Thirdly, 
the officials responsible for the introduction of law and order in 1872 produced a 
settlement essentially in line with the idea of Gitxsan compensation norms. State 
authorities were clearly more concerned with economic stability than enforcing English 
notions of justice or putting Douglas's 1858 declaration into practice. Yet it is notable 
that in some of these instances the Gitxsan were first made aware that the government 
intended for English law to have a long-term place in their lives. This is especially 
clear in the Gitsegukla settlement, where the chiefs agreed to bring future disputes to 
the government rather than resolve them according to laws of retaliation. In this way a 
foothold was established in the region for Canadian law that would expand gradually 
as officials proclaimed jurisdiction over individual crimes in 1884, and again in 1888. 
Thus Canadian law established a small but permanent influence over homicide 
disputes, particularly vengeance norms, by the early 1870s. Yet, the balance of 
influence over homicide cases remained with Gitxsan law. 
Chapter Three 
Intrusion and Accommodation: 
The Cases of Haatq and Kamalmuk 
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By the 1880s, English law began to have a more forceful presence in the upper 
Skeena region. Although the Gitxsan continued their efforts to influence the terms of 
English law's entry, having tolerated the common law's jurisdiction in principle, the 
balance of legal influence shifted in favour of the British Columbia government in 1884 
and 1888. Indeed, protests from the Gitxsan seem to have hastened legal 
colonization. But despite English law's increasingly pervasive influence, it was still far 
from fully realized. Chapter Three begins with analysis of the Haatq case, in which 
governmental authorities apprehended and found guilty of murder a Gitxsan man 
'innocent' according to tribal law. Then, the chapter examines the accidental shooting 
of Kamalmuk by police authorities, and the consequent responses by the Gitxsan and 
implications for legal colonialism in the region. Finally, the chapter concludes with the 
Pacht case, which further demonstrates that Canadian law was beginning to be seen 
as an alternative to traditional norms by the end of the 1880s. 
Following the burning of Gitsegukla, the first major altercation over homicide 
between the Gitxsan and the government began in 1884.1 The trouble started on June 
6th, when a Gitenmax (Hazelton) man, Billy Owen, drowned while canoeing up the 
Skeena river. He was accompanied by a group of traders headed by a white merchant 
based out of Hazelton, Amos Card Youmans.2 In order to save time, Youmans 
departed from his canoe party to travel overland to Hazelton,3 and "remained in the 
midst of Billy's friends two nights and three days" without offering a "single word" of the 
1 Deposition of William Hed in Deposition of Witnesses, 19 July 1884, BCA, GR 419, Box 26, File 28. 
2 Geddum-Cai-Doe to Provincial Secretary, 7 September 1884, "Correspondence Relating to the Indian Troubles on 
the North-West Coast," B.C. Sessional Papers , 1885, p. 279. 
3 Marius Barbeau and William Beynon, informant Constance Cox, CMC, Northwest Coast Files (Hazelton Gitenmaks) 
(B-F-90.2) (1924 ), Box B7. 
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matter. When asked if all were well, Youmans replied "Yes; except one had sore feet." 4 
This omission was particularly critical in Gitxsan culture. According to custom, the 
survivors of fatal accidents that occur in the course of expeditions away from the group 
have certain responsibilities to the friends and relatives of the deceased. As soon as 
possible, the leader or employer must communicate the existence and accidental 
nature of the injury. Then, he must provide a present "corresponding with his ability'' in 
order to express sympathy and good will to the deceased's friends and relatives. If 
these conditions are not met, it is taken as evidence that bad intentions were part of 
the death, and the relations of the dead man are permitted, if not obligated, to kill the 
leader of the expedition in retaliation.5 
Youmans knew about these aspects of Gitxsan law, and yet he did not provide 
knowledge of the incident, nor a "presenf' to Billy Owen's family, because he was 
unwilling to pay the cost of compensation. 6 This did not stop his canoe party from 
bringing news of Billy's death when they arrived three days later, however. 7 Two hours 
after their arrival, Billy's father Haatq (or Ha-at), assuming that Youmans had killed his 
son, went to Youman's store and, in broad daylight, fatally stabbed him in the neck.11 
Ironically, Billy's death was later found to be accidental according to the legal norms of 
both societies, 9 although Haatq's surviving son expressed his view to the contrary in 
4Geddum-Cai-Doe to Provincial Secretary, 7 September 1884, "Correspondence Relating to the Indian Troubles on 
the North-West Coast," B.C. Sessional Paoers, 1885, p. 279. 
5 1bid; Petition to Attorney General, September 1884, BCA, GR 966, #377/84. 
6 Marius Barbeau and William Beynon, informant Constance Cox, CMC, Northwest Coast Rles (Hazelton Gitenmaks) 
(B-F-90.2) (1924), Box B7. 
7 Geddum-Cai-Doe to Provincial Secretary, 7 September 1884, "Correspondence Relating to the Indian Troubles on 
the North-West Coast," B.C. Sessional Paoers, 1885, p. 279; Petition to Attorney General, September 1884, BCA, 
GR 966, #377/84; William Henry Collison, In the Wake of the War Canoe. (Victoria: Sono Ni Press, 1981), pp. 213-
214. 
8 Deposition of William Hed and Prisoner's Statement provided by Ha-at, Deposition of Witnesses, 19 July 1884, 
BCA, GR 419, Box 26, File 28. 
9 Geddum-Cai-Doe to Provincial Secretary, 7 September 1884, "Correspondence Relating to the Indian Troubles on 
the North-West Coast," B.C. Sessional Papers, 1885, p. 279; Reg. v. Haatq , NAC, RG 13, Vol. 1421, File 190, as 
cited in Hamar Foster, "'The Queen's Law is Better Than Yours': International Homicide in Early British Columbia," 
Essays in the History of Canadian Law. Jim Phillips , Tina Loo and Susan Lewthwaite (eds.) (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1994), p.45. 
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his deposition at Haatq's trial. 10 Youman's role in the death may not have mattered 
much to Haatq, however. Missionary William Henry Collison suggests that Haatq may 
have felt obligated to take revenge against Youmans because of a similar incident 
three years earlier in which he had not received compensation for another son lost 
under Youman 's employ_,, This theory must be taken with a grain of salt, however, 
since Collison's account is not substantiated by the other sources on the matter. 
Nonetheless, there is no doubt in the evidence that the Gitenmax saw Youmans as 
subject to their law. He was a merchant utilizing territory traditionally regulated by 
House chiefs, and an employer of Gitenmax people. But government legal officials 
saw Haatq's actions as a crime and went about bringing him to justice according to 
English law. 
Arguably, Gitxsan responses to Haatq's arrest indicate that they were willing to 
tolerate English law in principle, however, the accuracy of this viewpoint seems to be a 
matter of controversy in the sources. According to Collison, a party of constables 
travelled up the Naas and overland to the Skeena where they secretly abducted Haatq 
from his bed early in the morning.12 Apparently, a "hue and cry was raised" when the 
townsfolk found he had been taken. 13 This would suggest that that they were unable to 
prevent Haatq's arrest, not that they were willing to tolerate the principle of Canadian 
legal jurisdiction. Yet, Collison's suggestion that Haatq was arrested without Gitxsan 
'permission' must be questioned for three reasons. Firstly, Collison writes of the matter 
in the third person, not in the first person like the rest of the chapter, and apparently he 
was not in the Skeena region in 1884. He was therefore not a witness to the arrest 
and must have relied upon secondary sources, which the book's editor admits were 
10 Statement ofT om, Son of the Accused, in Deposition of Witnesses,19 July 1884, BCA, GR 419, Box26, File 28. 
,, Collison, p. 213. 
12 See for example, Foster, '"The Queen's Law is Better Than Yours': International Homicide in Early British 
Columbia," p. 43. 
,~ Collison , p. 213. 
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"inadequate for the task." 14 Moreover, the account is not referenced, and since 
Collison's expressed audience were his own friends, his account is highly 
questionable. And besides, other details Collison provides are suspect. For example, 
he states that in 1881 Haatq's first son was lost under Youman's employ in another 
canoe accident in which compensation was not offered.15 Gitxsan petitions requesting 
leniency for Haatq make no mention of this incident, despite assessing other aspects 
of Haatq's history, even though the "fact" clearly would cast Haatq's actions in a 
sympathetic light. 16 It is a point that one would not expect to be to missed, if accurate. 
Most importantly, Collison is inconsistent with other accounts of Haatq's arrest, 
including those provided by the Gitxsan themselves. A petition from sixteen residents 
from four Gitxsan villages, dated September 3rd, states that Haatq "gave himself up", 
and that he "did all he could" to prevent his friends and relatives from obstructing the 
officers. 17 In a letter to Provincial Secretary Robson, dated September 7th, apparently 
on behalf of the chiefs and people of Gitenmax, Chief Geddum-Cai-Doe asserts that 
the officers met no "opposition to their work" because it was believed that "Billy's father 
would be justly dealt with." 18 Furthermore, the Victoria Daily Colonist reported that 
Haatq was held at a preliminary hearing at Hazelton before being taken to Victoria for 
trial, during which time the Gitxsan had ample opportunity to intervene. 19 Their 
willingness to allow Haatq to be taken is also suggested by Rev. Jennings, who 
interviewed Haatq's friends soon after the arrest. He wrote that "[t]hey are very angry 
with themselves for having let the murderer leave their village, led by the officers of the 
law," suggesting that the Gitxsan believed that their role in Haatq's extradition was a 
14 1bid., p. ix. 
15 lbid., p. 213. 
16 To Attorney General from Gitxsan People, 3 September 1884, BCA, GR 966, Box 1, File 2, #377/84; Geddum-Cai-
Doe to Provincial Secretary, 7 September 1884, "Correspondence Relating to the Indian Troubles on the North-West 
Coast," B.C. Sessional Paoers, 1885, p. 279. 
17 To Attorney General from Gitxsan people, 3 September 1884, BCA, Gl1966, Box 1, File 2, #377/84. 
16 Geddum-Cai-Doe to Provincial Secretary, 7 September 1884, "Correspondence Relating to the Indian Troubles on 
the North-West Coast," B.C. Sessional Papers , 1885, p. 279. 
10 Victoria Daily Colonist, 21 June and 29 July, 1884, and 31 May 1885; Galois, "The History of the Upper Skeena 
Region, 1850to 1927," Native Studies Review. no. 2 {1993-1994) , p. 135. 
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matter of choice. ro Although it is notable that the petitions arguably were appeals for 
clemency and their authors' motives for downplaying the extent of resistance are 
obvious, it is reasonable to believe that Collison was told a face saving version of 
events by the Gitxsan after the fact. Indeed, a Gitxsan observer named Isaac Tens 
reported that Haatq was found not by police but by one of his own brothers, who 
escorted Haatq to Hazelton where he "walked in to the police himself ."Z~ The Gitxsan's 
decision to permit Haatq's extradition was not a part of an inability or unwillingness to 
challenge police work. Rather, they had accepted that English law would have some 
influence on their lives. 
Once Haatq was taken to Victoria for trial, the G itxsan sent several letters to the 
government, all of which indicate that the Gitxsan who allowed Haatq to be arrested 
envisioned a verdict reflecting both their law and English law.Z! In addition to stating 
that the officers were permitted to take Haatq because it was believed that "all of the 
circumstances of the case would be taken into consideration," Chief Geddum-Cai-Doe 
explained that Youman's death was justified according to Aboriginal law, and 
suggested that "clemency be shown" in light of these circumstances.21 Haatq's good 
character and adherence to tribal custom were also mentioned in a petition from the 
residents of Kisgagas, Kitwancool, Kitwanga, and Gitsegukla to the Attorney General. 24 
The petition also suggests a vision for future relations with the government and 
incoming settlers: 
[We] bring this law of ours before your notice and beg you to use your 
influence and have such law put in force among us up here on the 
Skeena River. Now that there are a great many white men on the river we 
would wish for some law to this effect to be established amongst us as we 
think it would tend towards keeping peace between white men and 
20 Reverend D. Jennings to Provincial Secretary,16 September, 1884, B.C. Sessional Papers, 1885, p. 280. 
2
' Marius Barbeau and William Beynon, informant Isaac Tens, CMC, Northwest Coast Files (Hazelton Gitenmaks) (B-
F-90.3) (1924), Box B7. 
22 Galois, p. 135. 
23"Report of Conferences Between the Provincial government and Indian Delegates From Fort Simpson and Naas 
River," BC Sessional Papers, 1887, p. 277. 
24 Gitxsan people to Attorney-General , 3 September 1884, BCA, GR 966, Box 1, File 2, #377/84. 
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Indians . . . All we want is that in case of a death of a Kiticksean while 
employed from any white man that his friends are told at once and that a 
small present is made to the relations of the dead man to show that there 
is no ill feeling between the parties. Hoping you will be able to do 
something for us and that you will write to us in regard to these matters at 
your earliest convenience. 25 
The Gitxsan were recognizing and doing their best to mitigate the threat to Haatq's fate 
through appealing to the government's sense of fairness and altruism. They probably 
were willing to tolerate the principle of English legal intervention because they sensed 
it was inevitable as part of the more general shift in power that was occurring. 
Moreover, Youman's was white, and this must have made the government's 
intervention more tolerable. As Foster states, intervention was consistent with what the 
Hudson's Bay Company had done in cases where one of its own employees had been 
killed.:!! However, the Gitxsan were not willing to concede completely to English law, 
and had faith in the government's willingness to compromise with their own. 
Some Gitxsan were willing to back up with force the idea that Gitxsan law would 
coexist with Canadian law; yet their potentially violent responses were consistent with 
the goals of the petitions. The primary concern was not the government's right to 
proclaim jurisdiction over Haatq, but that a chief innocent according to tribal law might 
be hanged.27 The Gitxsan forced most of the whites at Hazelton, including Mrs. 
Youmans and her family, to seek refuge with the miners at Lorne Creek,:!! who were 
themselves subject to violent threats.31 Additionally, the Hazelton Gitxsan threatened to 
utilize the 'traditional' protest of closing navigation on the Skeena river if Haatq were 
hanged. Allegedly, the other major Gitxsan villages, as well as the Nisga'a, were 
25 Gitxsan people to Attorney General, 3 September 1884, BCA, GR 966, Box 1, File 2, #377/84. 
28 Foster, p. 81 . 
27 Miners Petition to Provincial Secretary, 15 September 1884, B.C. Sessional Papers, 1885, p. 281 ; Reverend D. 
Jennings to Provincial Secretary, 16 September 1884, B.C. Sessional Papers, 1885, p. 280. 
28 Reverend Alfred E. Green to the Government of British Columbia, 20 September 1884, B.C. Sessional Paoers, 
1885, p. 280. 
20 Miners Petition to Provinciai Secretary, 15 September 1884, B.C. Sessionai Papers, 1885, p. 281 . 
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willing to support any such blockade.al 
Haatq's relatives were particularly instrumental in the unrest, as anyone 
familiar with the Gitxsan House system might expect. Nee-quat-sha-an, who was 
Haatq's brother, promised to kill the first white man he saw if Haatq was killed. 31 
Another relative of Haatq's, Qui-urn-moo, "worked himself up in a perfect frenzy" and 
apparently was "the leader of the whole disturbance" at Hazelton. 32 When Green 
informed the Hazelton Gitxsan that Haatq had not yet been tried, "they at once became 
more reasonable, saying they would not attempt to hurt the whites until after the triai.":Il 
Nonetheless, this was a situation where violence in the entire region was about to 
break out, involving not only the Gitxsan and setters at Hazelton, but the miners at 
Lorne Creek and Metlakatla as well. Notably, Geddum-Cai-Doe had prefaced his 
letter with the comment "We are anxious that this matter shall be so settled so that the 
utmost good feeling shall exist between the whites and the Indians, which, unhappily, 
does not now obtain," and finishes with a similar comment. While this was probably not 
part of a strategy organized in conjunction with the violent threats, it at least suggests 
that if he was not merely concerned about the potential for violence, he was also 
willing to capitalize on it. 
None of the protests, appeals, or concessions, as varied and energetic as they 
were, influenced Haatq's fate. He was found guilty of murder by a white jury, and 
sentenced to be hanged on the 25th of February, 1885.34 Yet the appeals for leniency 
may have had some effect upon his sentence, if not upon the jurisdiction of the court or 
the application of common law rules of evidence. Judge Crease recommended 
30 lbid; Reverend D. Jennings to Provincial Secretary, 16 September 1884, B.C. Sessional Paoers, 1885, p. 280; 
Reverend Alfred E. Green to the Government of British Columbia, 20 September 1884, B.C. Sessional Paoers, 1885, 
p. 280. 
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clemency, and Ottawa reduced Haatq's sentence to ten years hard labour. But Haatq 
died in jail before his time could be served. :!i Apparently, his death did not agitate the 
Gitxsan in the same way as had the rumours that he was to be executed, and there is 
no evidence to suggest that unrest or serious protest followed it. Provincial Secretary 
Robson's reply to Geddum-Cai-Doe's letter, sent the 13th of October 1884, reveals a 
striking change from 1872 in the government's position regarding law enforcement in 
the upper Skeena. In contrast with Trutch's willingness to avoid prosecuting the 
Gitxsan in favour of satisfying their compensation norm, Robson acknowledged that it 
"perhaps would have been better if Youmans had acted in accordance with Indian 
custom," but that: 
It is by the Queen's law that all people, Indians and whites, alike, are now 
governed, and those who disobey that law must be punished, no matter 
what they may have been accustomed to before. Besides, the Queen's 
law is better than yours, as you will see: A man might kill an Indian and 
say that it was an accident as soon as he came to the dead man's 
relations, and make them the accustomed present, thereby satisfying the 
Indian law. But, under the Queen's law, the man would be taken in 
charge and a thorough investigation made into all the circumstances, and 
he would have a fair trial. If proved guilty of murder, he would be hanged. 
If proved to have contributed to the death of the Indian through culpable 
negligence or misdoing, he would be suitably punished. But if . . . the 
man was not to blame, he would be set free .:~~ 
Clearly Robson's letter marks a sweeping indictment of Aboriginal law and any 
notions of its preservation with respect to killings. Upon hearing of Robson's position, 
the Gitxsan petitioners must have realized that they had underestimated the extent to 
which they were losing influence in legal interactions with whites. They clearly were 
well aware that English law's influence was more pervasive than in the 1870s; their 
willingness to allow a coexistence of laws, physically and in their petitions; 
'" Galois, p. 135; Foster, '"The Queen's Law is Better Than Yours': International Homicide in Early British Columbia," p. 
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demonstrates that in the Gitxsan's minds, and in fact, legal power was shifting in favour 
of the whites. But the Gitxsan could not have known the extent to which the 
government was more concerned with enhancing this shift in power than listening to 
their appeals to compromise. Geddum-Cai-Doe and his fellow petitioners clearly 
underestimated the extent to which the government's position had changed. Their faith 
in the government's intentions and the flexibility of Canadian law is understandable, 
considering that traders in the region had been following Gitxsan law earlier in the 
century, and government officials had taken considerable pains not to offend Gitxsan 
sensibilities over compensation requirements in 1872 and 187 4. Perhaps it is with the 
benefit of hindsight that one can surmise that the Haatq incident marks a legal context 
different from that of the early 1870s. 
This is not to say that the government's interest in dealing with a Gitxsan man 
accused of killing a white man was new to the Gitxsan or to the whites. Haatq's case is 
not indicative of an enhanced English legal presence on those grounds. As Foster 
states, the Hudson's Bay Company had always intervened when one of its own 
employees had been killed by Aboriginal people. 37 Likewise, the colonial and 
provincial governments often did not turn a blind eye to matters involving the safety of 
whites, provided they could do anything about.them. Nor does the fact that the 
government had received word of the killing of Youmans suggest an expanded ability 
to detect homicides, notwithstanding Barry Gough's opinion that "most Indian crimes 
went undetected and unpoliced" on the northern coast because the region was "too 
remote, too extensive to police" in the 1860s and 1870s.:!! Gough's contention may 
have been particularly true of homicides not involving whites. But Youmans had been 
killed at Hazelton, the centre of white activity in the region, where communications with 
Victoria tended to be clear and relatively swift. Youmans was well known among 
37 Foster, '"The Queen's Law is Better Than Yours': International Homicide in Early British Columbia," p. 81. 
38 Barry Gough, Gunboat Frontier: British Maritime Authority and Northwest Coast Indians. 1846-1890, (Vancouver: 
USC Press, 1984), p. 189. 
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whites and Gitxsan alike, and his death was immediately noticed. Had he been killed 
in similar circumstances ten years ~arlier, there is reason to believe that state 
authorities would have heard about it and have seen themselves as interested in the 
case. 1he government's concern with Haatq's case was nothing new to either culture, 
and therefore was not in itself suggestive of an expanded Canadian legal influence in 
the area. 
What was different from legal relations in the 1870s -- and suggestive of 
increased common law influence on the Gitxsan's own minds in the 1880s-- was the 
manner with which Robson addressed the Gitxsan. Unlike Trutch's position at 
Metlakatla in 1872, Robson asserts English law in a way that clearly and 
unambiguously extinguishes any Aboriginal jurisdiction over the dispute. Where 
Trutch, addressing disputes including those involving killings, is interpreted by a 
Gitxsan witness named Charles Mark to state that "if anybody takes advantage of you 
let us know and we will come and protect you," Robson clearly establishes the 
Queen's law as the only authority, and that any deviation from it will result in 
punishment. 31 There is an unmistakably assertive tone to Robson's speech, where 
Trutch seems to take a more diplomatic approach, although both display the 
condescending air that regularly accompanied colonial assessments of Aboriginal 
cultures. Robson addresses Gitxsan law head-on, articulating to the Gitxsan a 
developed comparison of the two laws not found in Trutch's position. Indeed, Robson 
agrees with Geddum-Cai-Doe's appeal for peace, but concludes bluntly that it "can 
only be accomplished by a proper recognition of and submission to the law of the 
Queen on the part of the Indians, as well as the Whites."<tl 
The extent to which formal common law procedure was used to deal with 
39 Marius Barbeau and William Beynon, informant Charles Mark, CMC, Northwest Coast Files (Gitsegukla) (B-F-63.3) 
(1924) , Box B5. 
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Haatq's case was also indicative of an expanded legal colonialism . Commuting his 
sentence from death to ten years imprisonment seems a rather minor salute to Gitxsan 
law compared with Trutch's willingness to provide the Gitseguklan's compensation 
without punishment even though they had attempted to kill white canoeists. In his 
letter to Geddum-Cai-Doe, Robson does agree with the Gitxsan petitioner's request 
that Haatq's character and the circumstances of his actions should be taken into 
account in the sentence, but he does not take this position in recognition of Gitxsan 
law. Rather, Robson sees the relevance of Gitxsan law as an extension of the common 
law. That is, as relevant circumstances of the case akin to any other intentions that 
might have underscored the actions of the accused. There was nothing inconsistent 
with common law about taking into account the circumstances of Haatq's actions. 
Moreover, no compensation was offered Haatq's relatives for his death or the death of 
his son. And this case was the first involving a Gitxsan accused of murder on Gitxsan 
territory that was fully resolved according to the common law system. The matter was 
dealt with according to a formal arrest, a hearing, a trial, and a sentence that was 
carried out. The only exception was Haatq's death in gaol, and that hardly accorded 
with G itxsan law either. 
These developments in the state of legal colonialism were not the result of any 
new directions in governmental Indian policy. The Dominion government had not 
altered the province's role as prime administrator of Indian affairs in terms of law and 
order any more than it had affected the land question. Unlike the land question, law 
and order was a matter that the federal government wanted to keep at arm's length.41 
Thus, the "objectives and methods" of Indian policy had remained consistent since 
confederation in 1871.42 However, Canadian law was increasingly being enforced in 
41 Hamar Foster, "English Law, British Columbia: Establishing Legal Institutions West of the Rockies," unpublished 
paper, p. 39. Although Ottawa shelved the idea of extinguishing Aboriginal title in British Columbia in 1875, it 
continued to conflict with the provincial government over reserve size. 
42 Gough, pp. 161 -1 62. 
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British Columbia. Foster states that by the late 1870s there were justices of the peace 
and stipendiary magistrates in virtually every area of the province, apparently as part 
of the natural evolution of the English legal system, who "administered summary, local 
justice as a public service."43 There still were few local law enforcement officials in the 
upper Skeena river, but the government's high degree of influence in Haatq's case 
seems to have followed partly from the broader evolution of the English legal system in 
British Columbia after 1871. 
Robson's hard-line response to Geddum-Cai-Doe's letter also correlated with 
the local white community's activities. Firstly, the local miners had issued their own 
plea to the government that was tantamount to wholesale rejection of any assertions of 
indigenous law. This could only have contributed to Robson's categorical dismissal of 
the Gitxsan's request, although the Kisgagas, Kitwancool, Kitwanga, and Gitsegukla 
petitioners could not have known about it when they requested that the government 
enforce their law among the local miners. And ironically, the Gitxsan's threats to kill 
whites if Haatq were sentenced to death actually precipitated the miner's petition. 44 In 
any event, the miners must have influenced Robson's approach to the Gitxsan. 
Secondly, Robson may have been motivated to ensure that war and conflict 
with and between tribes was not to endanger the growing white population. Six 
months earlier, in February 1884, a group of Skeena chiefs had expressed their 
willingness to reapply their law of trespass on the whites -- xsiisxw -- if the government 
did not protect their land for them. Evidently, the Gitxsan had curtailed their xsiisxw and 
inter-tribal warfare in response to missionary influence. 45 But encroachments by 
whites, probably following from the new mine at Lorne Creek, 46 now made the G itxsan 
43 Hamar Foster, "English Law, British Columbia: Establishing Legal Institutions West of the Rockies," unpublished 
paper, p. 38. 
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unwilling to tolerate either the division of their traditional land into reserves or the 
presence of an Indian Agent. Indeed, the chiefs had stated that they were willing to go 
to war and die to protect their land rights. 41 Galois and Foster point out that these 
grievances over infringed land rights affected the Gitxsan's agitated responses to 
Haatq's trial. <~~ If this is a reasonable contention, it is equally fair to state that the 
Gitxsan's threats also brought a sense of urgency to Robson's task of enforcing the law 
in the Haatq case. Additionally, problems with the Gitxsan in the Cassiar Trail 
incidents, in which the tribe threatened to kill whites for ignoring land access laws, as 
well as agitation at Metlakatla, produced a context of racial tension that must have 
figured in Robson's thinking.41 Protecting the future development of the country was 
probably forefront in Robson's mind, and likely underscored his vigorous assertion of 
the Queen's law in 1884. 
Indeed, legal colonialism intensified before the intervention into Haatq's case in 
an instance where the Gitxsan were willing to forego their traditional norms on 
boundary enforcement. In a letter to the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works, 
dated February 27th 1884, Reverend Tomlinson articulates how a group of Skeena 
chiefs of the "up-country tribes" expressed that they had "ceased [their] quarrelling and 
fighting" following the advent of missionaries, but were willing to resort to bloodshed to 
ensure that their land was protected from encroaching whites. The Chiefs continued: 
"We are prepared to maintain [land rights] in our own way, or we are willing for the 
Government to maintain them for us by law, but we will not permit them to be interfered 
with ."fiJ 
Foster argues on the basis of the Gitxsan chiefs' statement that they were willing 
47 Reverend Tomlinson to the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works, 27 February 1884, B.C. Sessional Papers, 
1885, pp. 277-278. 
48 Galois , p. 133. 
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to "submit to governmental law enforcement, so long as their hunting, fishing, and 
gathering rights were respected ." Therefore, he concludes, these chiefs' views were 
consistent with Geddum-Cai-Doe's position that the law with respect to kiliing was 
acceptable to the Gitxsan if it 11'1et certain conditions. Foster concludes that the " line 
that Robson drew in his letter between the Queen's law and Aboriginal law seems 
sharper than the one that the Gitksan .. . had in mind."51 But Robson was discussing 
English law pertaining to murder, whereas the Skeena chiefs expressed their 
willingness to submit to English law in terms of land rights. The chiefs' statement can 
only be interpreted to mean that they were willing to allow Canadian law to enforce 
respect for Gitxsan land rights among the whites, not law enforcement for 'crimes' 
among the Gitxsan. 
And yet, that the Chiefs expressed their willingness to maintain land rights "in 
their own way" is a clear indication that they were willing to assert traditional xsiisxw if 
the government did not enforce their land rights. The xsiisxw stipulated that if 
someone without permission trespasses on another group's hunting, fishing, or berry 
picking grounds, compensation in the form of material wealth, land, or even a life must 
be forfeited. Conversely, the chiefs were willing to give up traditional xsiisxw regarding 
white settlers or miners if the government would protect Gitxsan land rights for them. In 
this instance, they were not necessarily willing to "submit to governmental law 
enforcement," but they were willing to forego killings that were legal by their own 
culture yet constituted murder by English law. 1n this sense, Gitxsan were willing to 
forego traditionally acceptable killings in lieu of the newcomer's expectations even 
prior to the Haatq incident. 
Legal relations continued in a pattern consistent with the Haatq case in 1888. 
An altercation that will be referred to as the .. Kamalmuk Incident" began towards the 
end of 1887, as Sunbeams, who was the wife of a Kitwancool chief named Kamalmuk, 
51 Foster, '"The Queen's Law is Better Than Yours': International Homicide in Early British Columbia," pp. 46-67. 
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claimed the Wolf Chief's title "Hanamuk" for their adolescent son. However, she was 
opposed by a Gitseguklan shaman, Neatsqua, who had planned to claim the title for 
himself .~ When a measles epidemic killed Sunbeam's and Kamalmuk's son, they 
blamed the magic of Neatsqua for the death, and Kamalmuk killed him in retaliation. s;, 
As was often the case in such circumstances, the people of Gitsegukia had not 
accepted responsibility for the death of Kamaimuk's son. They considered the kiiiing of 
Neatsqua an unlawful one, and an affront to their village. Tribai custom required that 
the people of Gitsegukla take the life of a Kitwancool to repay the blood indemnity. 
However, the agreement made with Trutch in 1872 was to ensure that English law 
would play a role in the intra-tribal dispute from its inception. 
And yet, the sources are inconsistent regarding the relative influence of the 
1872 agreement, and competing factors, on the Gitseguklan response to Neatsqua's 
death. On the one hand, Barbeau indicates that it was the Kitwancooi's offer of 
compensation at Neatsqua's cremation that ied to consensus among the chiefs not to 
take vengeance. Before this offer, a sense of being caught between their old laws and 
those of the whites had sown disagreement and confusion amongst the chiefs. 54 On 
the other hand, a Kispiox mixed-blood named Reverend William Henry Pierce 
recorded in his autobiography that a party of Gitseguklans were armed, and departing 
to avenge Kamaimuk's death, when Pierce persuaded them to aiiow police authorities 
to arrest Kamalmuk on the grounds that they should set a Christian example. :x. 
That being stated, the sources are clear that the 1872 agreement did have a 
significant role in their decision. Barbeau acknowledges that consensus among the 
chiefs over how to respond to the murder of Neatsqua was preceded by disagreement 
over whether the 1872 agreement bound only the six signing chiefs or the · rest of the 
"' Marius Barbeau, The Downfall ofTemlaham, (Edmonton: Hurtig Publishers, 1923), pp.18-19. 
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village.:il Taking the latter viewpoint and arguing that the stipulations of the 1872 
agreement were unavoidable, Head-Chief Wigyet had pointed out that the police 
' 
should be allowed to arrest Kamalmuk. The Gitseguklans could then continue with 
their other traditional compensation practices despite government or missionary 
opposition. r;; Wigyet's view ultimately prevailed among their chiefs, and partly explains 
why the Gitseguklans decided to leave the matter to police.:'il Pierce does not contradict 
Barbeau's interpretation, and it is substantiated by a letter from Methodist missionary 
Alfred Green to Provincial Secretary John Robson. Green states that it was Pierce's 
appeals and the promise that provincial authorities would "see that the man who 
committed the murder would be punished,":t~ combined with the written version of the 
1872 agreement, that convinced the Gitseguklans "to keep their promise and to lay the 
matter before the Government for adjustment. "w And according to a G itxsan witness, 
Charles Mark, the "village knew that it was part of that promise" made in the Gitsegukla 
settlement that the law enforcement officials intervened once "Gitwinkul Jim shot his 
uncle-in-law."t!l By 1888, then, the 1872 agreement with Trutch to forego blood 
vengeance laws thus influenced the Gitsegklans' chosen responses to law 
enforcement over sixteen years later. 
The Gitseguklan's decision to leave the matter to government authorities led to 
a chain of events that would satisfy their need for revenge. iS! Word of Neatsqua's death 
reached Victoria through several channels, and Stipendiary MagistrateS. Y. Wootton 
of Metlakatla issued a warrant for Kamalmuk's arrest. iii Yet Kamalmuk successfully 
56 Barbeau, The Downfall of Temlaham, pp. 71-72. 
57 Ibid., pp. 69-71' p. 80. 
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evaded capture for a time. So, authorities escalated their attempts to capture him by 
dispatching to Hazelton the Skeena River Patrol (S.A.P.) in early May, 1888.M The 
S.A.P initially consisted of five special constables, including Indian agent Todd from 
Metlakatla who had to return on pressing business.ffi Yet it was three constables with 
the assistance of a Gitxsan guide, who found Kamalmuk at Kitwanga, in the second 
half of June.91 When Kamalmuk tried to escape capture, one of the constables, Green, 
fatally shot him, apparently trying to inflict a minor wound.67 
Gitxsan responses to the government's attempts to assert the Canadian law in 
Kamalmuk's case shows that it was the result of legal intervention that elicited the most 
violent responses from the Gitxsan, not the very presence of the law itself. As in 1884, 
the arresting party -- in this case the Skeena River Patrol -- had been able to enter 
Gitxsan territory and find Kamalmuk without being obstructed or protested against 
beyond the odd insult. 91 In fact, some Gitxsan were willing to permit, and even abet, the 
attempt to arrest the accused murderer, one of whom was later recommended for 
reward by the Attorney-General.!!! A general state of unrest did exist following the 
advent of the S.R.P. and before Kamalmuk's death, but this had predated the advent of 
the S.A.P. and was the result of a variety of grievances other than those over law 
enforcement, including claims to land and frustration over epidemics. Indeed, H. B.C. 
employee Charles Clifford wrote on April 6th that it was the absence not the presence 
of attempts to arrest Kamalmuk up until that date that contributed to the agitation. 
Clifford stated that the "law was for all intents and purposes a dead letter" in part 
demonstrated by the fact that "a murder has recently been committed and the murderer 
64 Galois, p. 136. 
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is at large and openly defies arrest."70 The government's jurisdiction over Kamalmuk 
was, if not desirable or wanted, at least permitted without obstruction by the Gitxsan. 
Kamalmuk's death, however, pushed this willingness to compromise to its limit. 
As in 1884, it was the perceived unjust treatment of the accused that elicited the 
potentially violent assertions of Gitxsan law from relatives of the accused and the 
broader community. The death of Kamalmuk at the hands of government law 
enforcement officials threatened to escalate the Gitxsans' grievances beyond the 
breaking point. (It is important to note that the Kitwancools' threats occurred in the 
context of a history of grievances and protest apparently unrelated to law 
enforcement). Following Kamalmuk's death, on June 27th, Constable Washburn of 
Hazelton wrote to the Attorney General stating that Kamalmuk's relatives had 
demanded compensation from authorities in the form of one thousand dollars, the rifle 
used in the accidental shooting as a memento, and a white man's life. Furthermore, 
Washburn stated, the Kitwancool were coming to Hazelton to "revenge themselves." 
Satisfaction did not have to come through the "constable that had done the killing," 
rather, any white could be killed in retaliation. There was even fear that the 
Kitwancools were going to burn down Gitsegukla and "exterminate all belonging to the 
opposite party". 11 Their reasons for making the threat were clear. The Kitwancools held 
the Gitsegkulans and whites culpable for Kamalmuk's death, apparently believing that 
he had been killed on behalf of Neatsqua, who was a member of their village. 72 So 
serious was the threat, that Washburn requested the support of fifteen or twenty 
special constables armed with Winchester carbines and revolvers, and expressed his 
intention to fortify the local Hudson's Bay Company store as a barracks.73 Indeed, the 
Chief of Hazelton warned that the threat was so severe that Washburn should leave for 
7° Charles Clifford to S.Y. Wootton, 6 April1888, BCA, GR 677, #347/88~ 
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his own safety/ 4 and another chief promised to try to calm the disturbance, although he 
believed that it was beyond his control to do so, and requested the establishment of a 
Hazelton jail and permanent law officials to prevent future disturbances from his fellow 
tribesman. 75 The Kitwancools were not the only village concerned with the bungled 
attempt to capture Kamalmuk. Additional to the Kitwancool's threats were the concerns 
of a group of Gitxsan chiefs who added compensation for Kamalmuk's family to a long 
list of demands over matters such as protection of their land rights. 75 
After the initial and most alarmist reports had been sent to the provincial 
government, the Skeena River Expedition, consisting of police and C Battery of the 
Victoria militia, was sent from Victoria to Port Essington. The Executive Council was 
determined to send the expedition should "the Indians manifest a determination to 
carry out their threats.'177 When the expedition arrived at the mouth of the Skeena, C 
Battery established a base camp and Superintendent Roycraft led the provincial police 
detachment up river, meeting with Gold Commissioner and Stipendiary Magistrate, 
Captain Fitzstubbs, at an unknown rendezvous site. Once at Hazelton, Roycraft and 
Fitzstubbs met with Gitxsan and Wet'suet'en chiefs from five villages to discuss a 
peace. The chiefs voiced their grievances, but ultimately agreed to comply with 
Raycraft's and Fitzstubb's imposition of Canadian law and order. The Skeena River 
Expedition had resolved the matter in favour of Canadian law. 78 Moreover, the primary 
effect of the Gitxsan's threats and protests was to catalyze the development of a local 
constabulary, a development which will be discussed in Chapter Four. 
Gitxsan responses to other legal interventions in 1888 show that Canadian law 
in principle was at least permissible while certain applications of it were not during this 
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period. For example, when the father in law of Kitwancool Jim, Neax-goe-queet, was 
killed by an apparently "insane" man Tobusk (or "Tobis"), it was the Gitseguklan Head 
Chief, Moulahan (or "Mam-ah-hau "), who sent word to authorities on July 1Oth. Chief 
Moulahan demonstrated once again his village's willingness to honour the agreement 
with Trutch in 1872. By the time Constable Washburn arrived at the scene 
(Gitsegukla) he found that Tobusk had been shot dead by Chief Moulahan himself.79 
An inquest at Hazelton found that Chief Moulahan had acted in self-defence, which 
apparently caused "great satisfaction" among the Gitxsan, who had provided 
numerous depositions and permitted the arrest and hearing without incident. The 
incident seems to have passed without further complication as far as officials were 
concerned. At the same time, the Gitseguklans indicated that they would have resisted 
any attempts to take Chief Moulahan to Victoria for trial , presumably because the tribe 
was satisfied that his actions were in self defence in accordance with traditional 
custom.111 Aside from demonstrating that the two legal systems could coexist as 
Geddum-Cai-Doe and his fellow petitioners had hoped, the case shows that it was not 
police intervention in principle that was the problem worthy of protest, but legal 
outcomes that deviated too far from what was traditionally acceptable. 81 
An event that occurred concurrently with the Skeena Incident shows just how 
pervasive English law was becoming near the end of the 1880s. In late April, Gumont 
and Kulsac got into an altercation at Kisgasse village, which is about fifty miles north of 
Hazelton, located on the north branch of the Skeena river. 82 During their quarrel , 
Kulsac would have stabbed Gumont, except that his arm was stayed by a bystander. 
Gumont was understandably frightened, and started for the forks of the river with his 
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"' H.B. Raycraft to Attorney-General Davie, 14 August 1888, BCA, GR 677, #666/88. See also the Deposition of 
Witnesses, BCA, GR 429, Box 2, File 1. 
82 Constable W.B. Anderson to Attorney General, 16 May 1888, BCA, GR 677, #394/88. 
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wife and brother. For some reason, he decided to return to his house, and Kulsac 
approached with an axe in hand, peering inside the home. Gumont felt threatened, 
and shot Kulsac twice. Some time later, the brother of Kulsac, Pacht, came to Kulsac's 
aid, and asked who had shot him. Kulsac could only shake his fist in defiance, which 
seems to have been all the information Pacht required to decide on a course of action. 
Pacht departed for help, took a gun from their family dwelling, and ran to Gumont's 
house for revenge. Finding only Gumont's mother, Pacht shot the old woman twice, 
once through the chest and once through the thigh. A bystander's efforts to stop the 
assault had failed, and she died the next day. With this action, Pacht had incurred a 
blood indemnity with Gumont's family, who shot at him on four subsequent occasions. 83 
That a Gitxsan man was instrumental in Pacht's arrest, and that Pacht 
surrendered to authorities willingly, indicates that English law was rooted in the minds 
of a significant portion of the Gitxsan community in this period. Authorities had decided 
to seek a Gitxsan special constable to arrest Pacht, since the constable who otherwise 
would have done the job, Washburn, had chosen not to leave Hazelton in the wake of 
the Skeena lncident.84 Thus, it was a Kispiox Chief named Big Louis, also known to the 
Gitxsan as Walter Geel, who arrested Pacht at a Kispiox feast, in January 1889.ffi 
Louis's prominence within the community makes his example all the more suggestive 
of intensified legal colonialism. Not only was Louis a chief, but he held a name 
synonymous with dispute resolution among the Gitxsan.111 As a carrier of the hereditary 
name Walter Geel, he was influential at Kispiox, and widely respected by the Gitxsan 
and neighbouring tribes. Also notable is that Pacht surrendered to Louis willingly. 
Indeed, Pacht sought the police as a means to save himself from Gumont's relatives. 87 
83 Fitzstubbs to Attorney General, 5 January 1889, 8CA, GR 2043, Babine Agency records , Reel 81912. 
84 Constable W.8. Anderson to Attorney General, 16 May 1888, 8CA, G~ 677, #394/88; Constable W.8. Anderson, 
27 June 1888, 8CA, GR 677, #487/99. 
85 Fitzstubbs to Attorney General, 5 January 1889, BCA, GR 2043, Babine Agency records , Reel 81912. 
86 Oral Communication with Neil Sterritt Jnr., September, 1999. 
67 Fitzstubbs to Attorney General, 5 January 1889, BCA, GR 2043, 8abine Agency records , Reel 81912. 
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And despite the reluctance of witnesses to testify, they accepted the warrant when Big 
Louis and the constable came to take them to the trial. 88 In conclusion, Pacht's case 
shows that although blood vengeance still was in operation in 1889, the Canadian law 
was beginning to be seen as an alternative to traditional norms by some Gitxsan. 
By 1884, the balance of legal influence over homicides shifted in favour of the 
common law, despite the general consensus among the Gitxsan that the two laws 
should coexist. In the Haatq (1884) and Kamalmuk (1888) cases, the Gitxsan tended 
not to obstruct governmental intervention, suggesting that they saw the English law's 
influence as inevitable. But they did use traditional blockades and asserted their laws 
when faced with unacceptable legal outcomes or verdicts, such as Haatq's rumoured 
death sentence and the shooting of Kamalmuk. They were willing to tolerate the 
Canadian law in principle, but they protested against it when it lead to resolutions that 
deviated too far from their ideas of justice. Notwithstanding these protests, English law 
established unprecedented degrees of influence over killings in Gitxsan territory in 
1884 and 1888. Indeed, resistance to Canadian law itself in Kamalmuk's case spurred 
further legal intervention. 
66 Fitzstubbs to Attorney-General , 23 April 1889, BCA, GR 429, Box 2, File 2. 
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Legal colonialism continued to intensify between 1889 and 1909. Yet, the 
Gitxsan continued to resist Canadian law enforcement in certain instances, and they 
preserved aspects of their traditional laws pertaining to homicides within their own 
communities. Additionally, local law enforcement was still inadequate for the task of 
capturing the famous fugitive and chief, Simon Gunanoot, who was determined to 
escape arrest. Therefore, English law still did not to have the full influence on the 
Gitxsan's minds or actions that it theoretically required. Chapter Four first shows that 
the agitation surrounding the Kamalmuk incident facilitated local pressure for an 
expanded and permanent police presence in the region, which took the form of a gaol 
at Hazelton, advent of Gitxsan special constables at major villages, and the 
establishment of regular local officials such as Indian Agent Loring. The chapter then 
demonstrates that despite the success of this semi-organized effort to expand legal 
colonization, Gitxsan legal norms and resistance continued in the cases of 
Xskiigmlaxha, Thomas Brown, and Simon Gunanoot. 
Following the potentially violent unrest of the Skeena Incident and the general 
context of unrest of the late 1880s, concerned officials and Skeena river residents 
lobbied for increased protection from the Natives. In response, the provincial 
government embarked on an effort to establish a more permanent and reliable method 
of law enforcement to replace the long-distance justice that had characterized the 
1870s and 1880s. On August 6th 1888, Reverend Field of the Church Missionary 
Society received word from Superintendent Raycraft that the British Columbia 
Government did not "intend to continue the protectiorr offered by Fitzstubb's party to 
the whites of the area," and advised "anyone who may be apprehensive of further 
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trouble with the Indians to retire to the coast. "1 Field answered that "extreme peril" 
would result if Fitzstubb's force was allowed to leave Hazelton, and requested the 
construction of a permanent gaol. 2 Other legal officials agreed with Field's appeal. 
Constable Washburn asked that "a stipendiary magistrate, gaol , and three constables 
be [at Hazelton]" to deal with any reemergence of the Gitxsan's hostile feelings. 3 The 
British Columbian government initially responded to these requests by reasserting the 
government's position of August 4th. 4 But by August 18th, the government seems to 
have changed its mind, and Fitzstubbs was authorized to construct a gaol and retain 
the services of two constables to enforce the peace.5 Following the appeals for local 
law enforcement, the Attorney-General had concluded that: 
I trust that there will be no trouble administering order among the 
Indians. My letter to Raycraft that you may have read expressed the view 
that perhaps the murder by Indians of Indians other than the Kitwancool 
case ought to be left until a better time, since I thought that further arrests 
would "only provoke further hostility against the whites." But it seems that 
the opposite was the case. It seems that the safety of whites depends on 
enforcing the law, and I think this is now possible.6 
Thus, the Attorney-General decided to continue efforts to intensify enforcement of the 
common law. By September 30th 1888, Captain Fitzstubbs wrote to Attorney-General 
Davie that "the Indians generally, with the exception of those of Kitwancool and 
Kiskahgas, have accepted the inevitable and are content to abide by our laws." "But," 
Fitzstubbs continued, "there are some restless spirits still who do their utmost to create 
discontent with the change that has occurred. However, I am convinced that firmness 
is the best and only remedy for any ills that they may work."7 This general 
' Reverend Field to Raycraft, 6 August 1888, BCA, GR 677. 
2 1bid. 
3 Constable Washburn to Raycraft , 7 August 1888, BCA, GR 677; Charles Clifford to Raycraft, 6 August 1888, BCA, 
GR 677, #665/88; Letter to Raycraft, 6 August 1888, BCA, GR 677, #665/88. 
4 Superintendent Raycraft to Reverend Field, S.E.D. Clifford, Constable Washburn, Thomas Hankin, 4 August 1888, 
BCA, GR677. 
5 Attorney-General to Fitzstubbs, 18 August 1888, BCA, GR 677. 
6 lbid . 
7 Fitzstubbs to Attorney-General Davie, 30 September 1888, CMC, Marius Barbeau, Northwest Coast Files , 
[Hazelton] (B-F-196.1), Box B16, p. 1. 
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intensification of legal colonialism, coupled with periodic instances of resistance, was 
to characterize legal colonization throughout the 1890s and early 1900s. It also 
accorded with the circumstances of Fitzstubb's efforts to establish Canadian law within 
Gitxsan communities in 1888. 
When Fitzstubbs began to "swear in special constables" to enforce the Queen's 
law during his trip to all of the major Gitxsan villages on November 1st 1888, the 
Gitxsan's responses were, understandably, quite mixed. Fitzstubbs reported that 
"there is some [competition] among some of the best of them for the position," but he 
still found it necessary to learn "whom to trust."9 At times, the distinction between the 
supporters and detractors of his efforts were much more pronounced than this. Many 
Gitxsan chose to welcome the advent of Gitxsan police because it allowed them some 
control over the terms of the law's influence, which is what Geddum-Cai-Doe and other 
petitioners had sought. Yet there were those who fundamentally opposed the idea of 
their fellow Gitxsan so closely representing the Queen's law. Some villages 
unanimously refused to allow Fitzstubbs to enter their vicinity. Mixed responses were 
evident even within communities. Villages were split along class lines, the chiefs 
willing to wear the badge while the people would not let them do so. Fitzstubbs did his 
best to mitigate the opposition. He sought chiefs as special constables because they 
theoretically could use their positions of power in both communities to promote "good 
feeling and good order amongst the various peoples" of the area. 10 But the example of 
one special constable, Big Louis, shows just how insufficient this strategy could be. 
When it came to homicide cases, Louis accepted his duties without reservation. And 
yet, while arresting the accused murderer Pacht, he encountered tremendous 
opposition from the tribe, who wanted Pacht dealt with according to tribal law. Louis 
8 Captain Fitzstubbs to Attorney General, 5 January 1889, CMC, Marius Barbeau, Northwest Coast Files , [Hazelton] 
(8-F-196.1), Box 816, p. 1. 
9 Fitzstubbs to Attorney-General Davie, 30 September 1888, BCA, GR 677. 
1° Fitzstubbs to Father Maurice, 7 August 1889, BCA, GR 2043, Sabine Agency records , Reel81912. 
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was willing to enforce Canadian law, while the people of Pacht's village were not. 11 
Despite the mixed responses to Fitzstubb's effort to hire special constables, his 
trip demonstrates that Canadian law was taking on a more forceful presence in the 
upper ~keena area. As the first effort to systematically visit all of the major Gitxsan 
villages for the purposes of establishing Canadian law, Fitzstubb's trip was an 
important part of the beginning of permanent local law enforcement in the region. 
Although there is evidence that Aboriginal special constables had been sworn in at 
Hazelton before Fitzstubb's arrival ,12 it was afterwards that Gitxsan police were given 
badges and could be found at all of the major Gitxsan villageS. 13 These special police 
were not authorized to initiate investigations, but they were trusted to carry out 
inquiries and arrests ordered by superior officers. For the first time, Gitxsan from across 
the territory were willing to accept that English law in the form of special constables 
would have a permanent place in their lives. The evidence does not indicate precise 
figures for the number of Gitxsan who went into service, but there is no doubt that 
those who did helped to arrest accused murderers and other suspects between 1889 
and 1908. Louis's arrest of Pacht is a case in point. Another example is a Gitxsan 
man named Tom Mout (also known as Tom Lula) , who worked as a special constable 
at Kisgagas for six years, during which time he arrested Skookum House Tom in 
1908.14 The Gitxsan themselves were an important part of the intensification of legal 
colonialism after 1888. 
The advent of local law enforcement took forms additional to special constables 
and the Hazelton gaol, all of which contributed to the development of legal colonialism 
after 1888. In 1889, the Sabine Indian Agency (B. I.A.) was established by the 
11 Fitzstubbs to Attorney General, 5 Jan 1889, BCA, GR 2043, Sabine Agency records, Reel 81912. 
12 Fitzstubbs to Attorney-General, 30 September 1888, CMC, Marius Barbeau, Northwest Coast Rles , [Hazelton] (8-
F-196.1), Box 816, p. 2. 
" David R. Williams, Q . C., "Imposition and Acceptance of Law and Order Within the Claim Area: Summary of Opinion 
Evidence," court evidence, (March, 1987), pp. 12-14. 
14 Pinkerton Reports , 6 September 1909, 7 September 1909, 8 September 1909, BCA, GR 429, Box 17, File 2, 
#4478/09. 
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Canadian Government. According. to Robert Galois, it was intended to channel and 
contain Gitxsan grievances by relaying their concerns to the Department of Indian 
Affairs.15 Yet it was also the first permanent Canadian governmental department to 
locally administer the law. 16 Thus, it marks a significant milestone in the development 
of Canadian law in the region . The first Indian Agent, Richard E. Loring, 17 derived his 
authority from the Indian Act, and was therefore responsible for petty crimes such as 
vandalism . But he also frequently influenced more serious matters and prevented 
killings.18 He mediated disputes between the Gitxsan and Nisga'a, factions of Gitxsan 
and local whites, 19 and intra-village rivalries .2J These disputes frequently were over 
access to lands and resources that otherwise would have been resolved according to 
xsiisxw involving the exchange of a life.21 Instances where Loring acted as mediator 
serve as notable examples of legal coexistence, since traditional Gitxsan law allows 
for the intervention of a third-party mediator. Loring also dealt with killings after they 
happened. He directed Gitxsan constables investigating homicide cases, 72 arrested a 
seventeen year old Gitxsan boy named Donald Grey for attempted murder,Zl and 
directly involved himself in a case where a Kispiox man named Low-wol-waligh killed 
15 "Robert Galois , ''The History of the Upper Skeena Region, 1850 to 1927," Native Studies Review, no. 2, (1993-
1994), p. 139. 
16 Williams, "Imposition and Acceptance of Law and Order Within the Claim Area: Summary of Opinion Evidence," 
p.18. 
17 R. E. Loring to R.E. Losnell , 5 September 1896, CMC, Marius Barbeau, Northwest Coast Files [Hazelton] (B-F-
196.1 ), Box 816. Incidentally, Loring took the post on July 11th, 1889, and was a former special constable in the 
Kamalmuk Incident. 
'" Loring through A.W. Vowell to Attorney-General , 11 April 1893, BCA, GR 2043, Sabine Agency records , Reel 
81912; Letter from Loring, 8 December 1893, BCA, GR 2043, Sabine Agency records , Reel 81912. 
19 Loring to Vowell , 30 December 1893, BCA, GR 2043, Sabine Agency records , Reel 81912. 
2° For example, Loring to Deputy-Attorney General, 4 September 1896, CMC, Marius Barbeau, Northwest Coast Files 
[Hazelton) (B-F-196.1), Box 816, pp. 34-35; Loring to Deputy Attorney-General , 7 January 1897, CMC, Marius 
Barbeau, Northwest Coast Files [Hazelton] (B-F-196.1), Box 816, p. 41 . 
21 Hazelton Post, June 2oth, 1896, in CMC, Marius Barbeau, Northwest Coast Files [Hazelton] (B-F-196.1 ), Box 816, 
p. 29; Ibid., August 11 , 1896, p. 36; Ibid., October 15, 1896, p. 37; Ibid., November 5, p. 37; Ibid. , December 9, 1896, 
p. 37; Ibid., January 6, February 15, February 17, February 23, April23, 1897, pp. 38-39; Ibid. , June 21 , June 28, 
1897, p. 42. 
22 For example, Loring to Deputy Attorney-General Smith, 6 January 1897, CMC, Marius Barbeau, Northwest Coast 
Files [Hazelton] (B-F-196.1 ), Box 816, p.40. 
23 Loring to Deputy Attorney-General Smith, 29 November 1895, CMC, Marius Barbeau, Northwest Coast Files 
[Hazelton] (B-F-196.1 ), Box 816, pp. 32-33. 
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Robert Yust. 24 In short, Loring was an important part of the expanded influence of 
Canadian law in Gitxsan country after 1889. 
Loring's work was part of the general effort of regular local law enforcement 
officials established after 1888. Previously, officials with authority over legal matters --
Peter O'Rielly, Thomas Elwyn, A. W. Vowell, Allan Graham, and W. H. Fitzgerald--
restricted their jurisdiction to whites or the employees of the mines such as the 
Omineca. Few Gitxsan-Gitxsan disputes were resolved by these officials according to 
common law.25 This was in part because the officials were generally transient, 
stationed in Port Essington or operating out of Hazelton temporarily, and were not 
consistently replaced when they left. But after July 1888, constables were stationed at 
Hazelton consistently. Special Constable Louis worked with Constable Humouns for 
the first nine months, after which replacements were rotated into the regular constable 
position every June 1st to serve their one year term.al 
The result of this increased law enforcement was a rise in the number of Gitxsan 
arrested and convicted. David R. Williams reveals that between 1889 and 1910, one-
hundred-and-fourty-seven Aboriginal people of the area were convicted of such 
"crimes" as thefts, assaults, and homicides, which would otherwise have been dealt 
with by Gitxsan law.'Z/ Although the number of people convicted for homicide is not 
clear, it is reasonable to assume that there were more convictions for homicide during 
this period than the four that occurred before 1889.a~ Williams argues that many of 
these convictions resulted from the efforts of Gitxsan special constables, and that a 
significant (but undisclosed) number of these cases followed from charges made by 
24 Case of Low-wol-waligh in Letter from Loring, 8 December 1893, CMC, Marius Barbeau, Northwest Coast Files 
[Hazelton] (B-F-196.1), Box 816, p. 25. 
25 Williams, "Imposition and Acceptance of Law and Order Within the Claim Area: Summary of Opinion Evidence," 
pp.15-16. 
26 BCA, GR 55, Volume 80, Provincial Police Force Records. 
27 Williams, "Imposition and Acceptance of Law and Order Within the Claim Area: Summary of Opinion Evidence," pp. 
22-23; BCA, GR 2043, Sabine Agency records, Reels 81912, 81913, 81914. 
28 1 know only of Haatq, Kamalmuk, Pacht, and Tobusk cases. 
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Gitxsan people. He argues that some Gitxsan explicitly expressed their allegiance to 
the new legal order, and further suggests the emergence of a somewhat cooperative 
atmosphere.al All of this suggests that the Gitxsan increasingly perceived Canadian 
law as an alternative to their own methods of resolving homicide incidents. 
Loring's reports and newspaper accounts corroborate Williams's assessment of 
the state of legal colonization after 1889. There were no major disturbances regarding 
homicide prosecutions or arrests like those in the Haatq case or the Skeena Incident 
any time after 1889. No mention of any major, widespread violent disturbances over 
legal interventions is made in the Sabine Agency records, which contain letters 
between Loring and police officers, the Attorney-General, the Superintendent of 
police, and the Department of Indian Affairs. Additionally, none of the reports that 
Loring provided to the Indian Superintendency in Victoria throughout this period 
indicate any major disturbances over homicides. From Loring's viewpoint, the odd 
homicide case was relatively insignificant to race relations during this period.:ll This, 
perhaps excessively optimistic, picture could have been influenced by Loring's interest 
in promoting the 'progress' of his work to his superiors. But Loring's reports still must 
be seen as a reliable indicator of the existence of major protests since major problems 
would have been very difficult to conceal. Local officials would have used their own 
channels to inform the government of any major disturbances. Furthermore, British 
Columbian and Hazelton newspapers, such as the Victoria Daily Colonist, the 
Vancouver Sun, and the Hazelton Sentinal do not report any violent disturbances 
over law enforcement per se after 1889. There are no cases similar to the Skeena 
Incident, the burning of Gitsegukla, or the Haatq case, all of which were covered quite 
extensively in provincial papers as well as the local journals. The Gitxsari never again 
violently resisted legal colonialism as they had Kama1muk's death despite, or perhaps 
29 Williams, "Imposition and Acceptance of Law and Order VVIthin the Claim Area: Summary of Opinion Evidence," pp. 
26-51 . 
30 BCA, GR 2043, Sabine Agency records, 81912, 81913, 81914. 
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because of, the presence of a significant local police force. 
However, the absence of any major altercations after 1889 hardly serves as 
proof that resistance to legal colonialism was over by then. Under the veneer of social, 
cultural, and economic development described in Loring's annual reports were racial 
tensions that revealed themselves violently in isolated instances. Entire segments of 
Gitxsan villages protected their members who were accused of homicide in the 1890s. 
These instances tended to end in the forced arrest of the accused and warnings to the 
effect that the government would destroy the village "to the last man" if the suspect was 
not presented to the appropriate local constable. 31 How the matter was resolved is 
unclear from the sources, but the racial harmony that Loring observed and recorded in 
his reports to the Indian Superintendency in Ottawa was not as pronounced as he 
suggested. 
The major newspapers, Loring's reports and correspondences tend to overlook 
that Gitxsan law continued to operate, either overlapping with, or irrespective of, 
Canadian law enforcement. For example, neither Loring nor the major newspapers 
reported a major xsiisxw that settled a trespass dispute between the Gitxsan and the 
Stikine towards the end of the 1890s. The date of the event is not exactly certain, but 
evidence suggests that it happened between 1895 and 1897. ~ A dispute that followed 
the killing of a Gitxsan chief and member of the Gunanoot family, named Xskiigmlaxha, 
was resolved according to traditional law. Although Xskiigmlaxha had been allowed 
to trap on the Stikine's land around Awiijii, he had been mistaken for a trespasser. 
According to Sterritt: 
Over a hundred years there were good relations between Xskiigmlaxha 
and the Tahltans [Eastern Tsetsaut] . However, a Kispiox Indian used to 
come over the mountains and into this area hunting and trapping. The 
Stikine owners told this hunter not to tresR_ass, but he continued for 
several years. Finally the Stikine were fed up with this man and decided 
31 For example, R.E. Loring to Vowell , 7 August 1896, BCA, GR 2043, Babine Agency records, Reel 81913. 
32 Sterritt, et al. , p. 57, p. 122, p. 222; Commission Evidence of David Gunanoot in Delgamuukw v. the Queen, Volume 
1, pp. 2-97 to 2-106. 
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to kill him for trespassing. When the Stikine discovered the man, they 
shot him with a gun with hammer but when the Stikine chief went and 
turned the body over, they discovered they had killed the wrong man. It 
was Xskiigmlaxha.:D 
Kispiox men and a man from Galdo' took Xskiigmlaxha's body back to Galdo. A 
year later several Gitxsan went to avenge the homicide, but the Stikine chief 
compensated Xskiigmlaxha's relatives for the homicide by providing them with food 
and gifts.34 Then the Stikine chief provided them with a red feather, and said: "This is 
the one I will give you for your trouble, so we won't have no more trouble. You can 
carry this around. If you have trouble, show this that you have the feather of 
Gawagaani {a great peace)." :fj In 1934, Gitxsan men Walter Laats and Tom Sampson 
made a statutory declaration about their observations of the conclusion of this xsiisxw 
at Awiijii: 
That about 35 years ago we were present at a Camping Ground near 
Bowser Lake, in the Province of British Columbia, that we were present at 
that time and met the Stikine Indians who were at that time claiming the 
trapping grounds held by Simon Gun-A-Noot's father. That we saw and 
heard the remarks on both sides and that we are witnesses to the terms 
of peace. That the Stikine Indians stated their settlement as being 
satisfied that Simon Gun-A-Noot and his father were the rightful ones to 
take possession of these grounds and trap there. Both sides, that is, the 
Stikine Indians and Simon's father and Simon Gun-A-Noot, exchanged 
presents and left as good friends. 36 
In 1905, the Gitxsan again made use of their traditional dispute resolution 
system, this time involving an accidental killing rather than a trespass. In this case, 
Canadian and Gitxsan law operated in conjunction, albeit in a way different from 
Geddum-Cai-Doe's vision that Gitxsan norms would be respected on their own terms 
by common law. After a dog eater's dance at Kispiox, a group of women went to Glenn 
33Sterritt, et al., p. 56. 
34 David Gunanoot, Sterritt Files, Volume 1, 17 January 1985. 
35 David Gunanoot, Sterritt Files, 1985, as cited in Neil Sterritt et al. , p. 56. 
36 Statutory Declaration of Walter Latz and John Simpson (a.k.a. Tom Sampson), NAC, Sabine Agency 
Correspondence, 1937, RG 10. 
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Vowell to find some guests. The women were dressed up in garb traditional for the 
dance, complete with painted faces and feathers. As they walked with rifles, which 
were supposed to be unloaded, they met up with Thomas Brown on the ice patch 
between Glen Vowell and Kispiox. Thomas had been busy at Glen Vowell checking up 
on his cattle, and was upset to find Lu'ux (or "Kate"), the leader of the band, leading a 
dance during which they pointed their guns at him. Thomas said "I know you are in fun, 
I know this is the old time inventing but I don't like a gun picked at me," to which Lu'ux 
responded "we take nobody's advice we are women of the warriors. And she packed 
the gun right in his stomach and bang it went, both barrels went off. And that was the 
end of Thorn. "37 
Loring's account of the affair states that the shock from the gun disembowelled 
Thomas, and that the Kispiox women immediately took the matter up with the Indian 
Agent. A police investigation was conducted, after which a coroner's jury exonerated 
the girl from murder, since the killing was accidental.:~~ But Loring does not mention 
that the matter was also dealt with through compensation, and perhaps would have 
led to violent reprisals if this had not been the case. According to Constance Cox, the 
first white person born in Hazelton and a close friend of the Aboriginal people, a 
smoking ceremony was held once Thomas died. Lu'ux paid money to "anyone that 
paid any acceptable attention to the corpse" as well as to Thomas's relatives. 
According to Constance Cox: 
Kate had to give moose hides . .. a cook stove .. a (sowing) machine 
and 2 horses. And then there was nothing said to her. They accepted a 
present and everything was all right. But had she not paid that, her life 
would have been in danger. But sometime or other some of his 
relatives would have shot her, her or anyone of her children.:~~ 
There are differences between the Xskiigmlaxt-la and Thomas Brown incidents. 
37 Marius Barbeau and William Beynon, Northwest Coast Files, (Hazelton-Gitksan) (B-F-68.19), Box B5. 
38 Loring to Vowell, 30 December 1905, BCA, GR 2043, Sabine Agency records, Reel 81912. 
'R-39 Marius Barbeau and William Beynon, Northwest Coast Files , (Hazelton-Gitksan) (B-F-68.19), Box B5. 
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Xskiigmlaxha case involved a xsiisxw to resolve a trespass, while Thomas Brown's 
case required compensation for an accidental death. Xskiigmlaxha death seems to 
have been unnoticed altogether, while Lu'ux's role in Thomas Brown's death was 
addressed in court. But both examples demonstrate that Gitxsan law was continuing 
to guide and resolve disputes over the killing of people, either unbeknownst to 
governmental officials, or at least unobstructed by them. 
The Gunanoot case, on the other hand, was a high profile matter that reached 
the major provincial newspapers, revealing the inability of police in the British 
Columbia north to engage in a prolonged pursuit of an Aboriginal fugitive. Although 
not an example of compensation, blood vengeance, or xsiisxw, Gunanoot's case 
demonstrates that G itxsan people were not only interested in preserving elements of 
their traditions side by side with the common law, but were willing to actively engage in 
resisting legal colonization when they perceived it as unjust. 
On the morning of June 19th, 1906, the body of a white man named Alex 
Mcintosh was found dead on Alderemere Road, west of the Two Mile Hotel, which was 
two miles outside of Hazelton.<() Several hours later, Macintosh's friend, Max Leclair, 
was found dead on the Kispiox trail. 41 Both men had been shot through the back, and, 
as a coroner's inquest suggested later, both men were killed by the same weapon 
aimed at similar trajectories. 42 Constable Kirby, the only full-time constable at Hazelton, 
decided that the killer was the Kispiox chief and trapper, Simon Gunanoot. Kirby had 
been told by the bartender and manager of Two Mile Hotel, James Cameron, that 
Gunanoot had accused Macintosh of "going for his wife," after which a rather heated 
fist-fight ensued. Although several of Gunanoot's friends intervened on his behalf, he 
46 Kirby to Hussey, 26 June 1906, letter enclosed with Hussey to Attorney-General F.J. Fulton, 12 June 1907, GR 
429, Box 14, File 2, #1554/07; David Ricardo Williams, Simon Peter Gu~=~anoot: Trapline Outlaw, (Canada: Sono Nis 
Press, 1982 ). p. 38. 
41 Kirby to Hussey, 26 June 1906, enclosed with Hussey to Attorney-General F.J. Fulton, 12 June 1907, GR 429, Box 
14, File 2, #1554/07. 
42 Williams, Trapline Outlaw, pp. 42-43. 
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received a forceful beating that did not end until the intervention of a packtrain 
manager, Richard Hamilton. 43 Several hours later Gunanoot shook hands with 
Macintosh and stated something like "Goodbye, your face will be cold tonight you son 
of a bitch, 1 will go and get my rifle and come back and shoot you."44 Shortly thereafter 
Gunanoot fled the scene on horseback. Kirby also concluded that a Gitxsan man, 
Peter Himadam, had killed one of the men, on the basis that Simon's wife reported that 
Peter had gone to her home early in the morning of the 19th to fetch two rifles. 45 
Nonetheless, Kirby's efforts were directed more towards the capture of Gunanoot than 
Himadam. An inquest into the killings held on June 19th found Gunanoot guilty, and 
subsequent searches were directed primarily at him. 
Although Kirby pursued Gunanoot to Kisgagas, he was unable to capture him, 
as were all of the police forces that proceeded Kirby in searching for Gunanoot. For 
thirteen years, Gunanoot successfully evaded capture in the vast region between 
Sabine Lake to Bear Lake to the Yukon border. Even more impressive is the fact that 
Gunanoot managed to provide for his wife and children when they travelled with him. 
Similarly, Peter Himadam and his wife travelled together, and with Gunanoot, for much 
of the thirteen years. It was not until June 1919 that Gunanoot and Himadam were 
arrested by police, and then only because each man had turned himself in, apparently 
too weary to continue the life of fugitives. Whether or not they committed the homicides 
remains controversial. They were never proven guilty in court, nor did either man 
confess after the trial. 
However, Gunanoot's guilt or innocence is not the point here. What is relevant 
is that Gunanoot successfully evaded capture in part because of help from his fellow 
43 Kirby to Hussey, 26 June 1906, enclosed with Hussey to Attorney-General F.J. Fulton, 12 June 1907, GR 429, 
Box 14, File 2, #1554/07. Other accounts vary slightly. For example, Otway Wilkie to F. S. Hussey, 28 May 1907, 
BCA, GR 99, Box 3, File 25; Williams, Trapline Outlaw, pp. 35-37. 
44 Otway Wilkie to F. S. Hussey, 28 May 1907, BCA, GR 99, Box 3, File 25 . 
45 Kirby to Hussey, 26 June 1906, enclosed with Hussey to Attorney-General F.J. Fulton, 12 June 1907, GR 429, Box 
14, File 2, #1554/07. 
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Gitxsc.'n. Unsatisfied with Kirby's performance, Hussey ordered him to hand over 
respom~ibility for the search to a former constable from Port Essington and justice of 
the peace, H. Berryman in July. But Berryman's efforts to capture Gunanoot were also 
plagued with problems, not the least of which was his own incompetence. He refused 
to leave Hazelton despite receiving word of Gunanoot's whereabouts, and deliberately 
searched for him away from where reliable word had placed him, namely Bear Lake.43 
Enemies and friends alike claimed Berryman was unreliable, and his party split up, 
blaming their failures on his poor leadership. The Gitxsan added to his unfortunate 
adventure. Although there is some evidence of "Indians" acting as guides and food 
gatherers for Berryman's party, one Tom Gagne seems to have taken the party twenty 
miles down the wrong trail, delaying their hasty departure by over a day. Regarding 
Berryman, Constable John Flewin stated: "It appears to me that this party has made 
little or no actual effort to effect the arrest of the murderers, and as soon as information 
of the whereabouts of the Indians was sent them, they deliberately faced about and 
returned to Hazelton."47 Berryman's refusal to follow up on a supposedly reliable 
sighting of Gunanoot near Bear Lake seems to have been his final mistake, after which 
Attorney-General Davie replaced him with Constable Otway Wilkie. 43 
Constable Wilkie was also hampered by the Gitxsan and other Native groups, 
and fared no better than his predecessors as a result. Accompanied by Constable 
Munro from Vancouver, and by white people from the Skeena region, Peter Curran, 
Barney Mulvany and Pat Burns, Wilkie proceeded to Bear Lake from Hazelton via 
Takla Lake, arriving October 3rd, 1906. He hired two Native Bear Lake packers, and 
proceeded to Gunanoot's hunting grounds at the source of the Skeena river on the 
"Government Agent John Flewin to Superintendent Frederick Hussey, 22 August 1906, BCA, GR 441 , Box 28, File 1, 
#215/06. 
47 John Flewin to Hussey, 22 August 1906, GR 429, Box 13, File 4, #2423/06. 
48 From Kirby to unknown recipient, 29 July 1906, BCA, GR 441 , Box 28, File 1, #215/06; Stipendiary Magistrate 
Hicks-Beach to John Flewin, 30 July 1906, BCA, GR 441 , Box 28, File 1, #215/06; John Flewin to Hussey, 22 August 
1906, BCA, GR 429, Box 13, File 4, #2423/06. 
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basis of their advice. When Wilkie's party arrived, however, they found no sign of 
Gunanoot having been there for some time, and themselves at least one hundred and 
fifty miles north of Hazelton with no reliable clue as to his location. On November 21st, 
Wilkie received word from Gunanoot's uncle that Gunanoot was either down the Nass 
river, or at a lake north of the Yukon Telegraph Line, but Constable John Flewin's 
subsequent efforts to follow up on these leads proved fruitless. 
Despite Kirby's best efforts to warn his colleagues about the general Gitxsan 
loyalty to Gunanoot, the police were slow to realize the danger of relying on Native 
advice, even when it came from Gunanoot's relatives. When the local Native 
population were not providing misinformation to Wilkie, they were not giving him any 
guidance at all, and he was told that a $10, 000 reward would not help him ascertain 
any information at all regarding Gunanoot. 41 Apparently frustrated with the utter futility 
of his efforts, Wilkie returned to Hazelton on November 20th, and left for Victoria on 
May 8th, 1907. Once back in the provincial capital, Wilkie complained to the Victoria 
Daily Colonist that "[t]he chance of success was further interfered with by the fact that 
the Sabine Indians were divided by families. Each family was true to its own members, 
and the members of each dared not give any information likely to hurt members of 
other families. The old doctrine of a life for a life held sway in the tribe."!il 
In a letter to Superintendent Hussey dated June 11th 1907, Kirby again 
expressed his apprehension about the local Aboriginal population's reliability. He 
requested that no arms be sold to Indians north of Francois Lake until the fugitives 
were captured. In fact, Kirby went as far as to say that the "Indians" of the area should 
be disarmed. Kirby also mentioned that only white guides should be hired, since there 
was probably not an "Indian in the country who would mention Gunanoot's name."51 In 
49 Otway Wilkie to Hussey, 23 May 1907, BCA, GR 99, Box 3, File 25. 
50 "The Long Chase for Indian Murderers: Constable Wilkie's Account of His Experience in the Far North," Victoria 
Daily Colonist, 18 May 1907, p.8. 
51 Kirby to Hussey, 11 June 1907, BCA, GR 429, Box 14, File 2, #1673/07. 
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Kirby's assessment, whites and Indians alike who knew where Gunanoot's party was 
located were unwilling to help authorities in part because they were "scared they may 
be roped in themselves."51 He further cautioned that even if a knowledgeable Gitxsan 
guide could be found, hiring an "Indian" might put the stealth of the search in jeopardy, 
a fear made more reasonable by the efforts of Indians to sabotage the performance of 
Wilkie's party.ro Kirby was not the only one mistrustful of Gitxsan loyalties. On August 
7th, 1907, The Times reported that the executive counsel had decided that Gunanoot 
was to be caught "regardless of the cost." Provincial authorities made this decision 
because they realized "the importance of bringing the runaways to oustice] as their 
capture will impress upon the Indians living in the province the fact that the law must 
be observed and cannot be evaded." 54 Counsel was primarily concerned about the 
signal sent to the native population should Gunanoot remain at large. 
Following the failure of Wilkie's initial efforts, Sargent F. R. Murray was placed in 
charge of two parties lead by Constables Wilkie and Huggard respectively. However, 
these parties split up before they could attempt a search. The officers left Vancouver 
on August 12th, 1907. On August 19th, a party consisting of special constables Tyner, 
Jealouse, and Murgatroyd headed by special constable Huggard, split off for 
Telegraph Creek with instructions to proceed to Nass river country. Some time after 
September 7th the second party left Hazelton for Bear Lake, consisting of Constable 
Wilkie in charge, with specials Glassey and Huntley, and Charles Paquette as guide. 
Sergeant Murray remained at Hazelton to investigate the homicide cases and direct 
the other group.$ On September 29th Murray received word that Huggard's men were 
dissatisfied with his leadership, and Murray decided that they should return to 
Vancouver and be replaced. !'fl Apparently, Huggard accused the men of being "no 
Ibid. 
53 Ibid. 
54 "Indians Must Be Hunted Down", The Times, 7 August 1907. 
55 Hussey to Attorney-General W. J. Bowser, 12 November 1907, BCA, GR 64, ReeiB7392. 
56 Ibid. 
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good and useless."57 For their part, the men charged that Huggard's conduct was 
"unbearable" and that they were "willing to proceed under [a] capable man."56 Murray 
recommended to Hussey that he should send the three men home since the guide, 
Peter Curran, supported Huggard and there was no other evidence on which to 
premise a resolution to the dispute. 00 Huggard's party, and Wilkie's shortly thereafter, 
dissipated in failure.w 
The break up of Murray's group ended the British Columbia Police's final effort 
to capture Gunanoot. 61 By June 1908, Superintendent Hussey and Attorney-General 
Bowser temporarily gave up on the organized approach to capturing Gunanoot, and 
did little more than hire a few local volunteers on an ad hoc basis and continued 
offering the reward. In 1909, Hussey decided to make one last effort to capture 
Gunanoot, and contacted the American firm , the Pinkerton Detective Agency. Unable 
to provide the expertise and human resources required to capture Gunanoot 
themselves, the British Columbia Police had turned to an American company to do the 
job.82 Nonetheless, the Pinkerton Detective Agency was affected by Gitxsan efforts 
much as had been the British Columbia Police. 
The Pinkerton agents took a more sophisticated approach to finding Gunanoot, 
making their failure a solid testimony to Gunanoot's abilities and Gitxsan aid. It seems 
that provincial authorities had caught on to the fact that the local Gitxsan and whites 
were unreliable. Kirby's suggestion that the searchers should be disguised as 
prospectors had been scoffed at in 1906, but now the Attorney-General advised the 
agents to ensure that no one tipped Gunanoot off as to the their intentions or location. 
57 Murray to Hussey, 9 November 1907, 8CA, GR 64, Reel 87392. 
58 Murgatroyd to Hussey, 29 October 1907, 8CA, GR 64, 87392; Jealouse to Hussey, 2 November 1907, 8CA, 
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The two Pinkerton agents assigned to find Gunanoot did their work undercover, using 
the code names #6 and #28 from their arrival in Vancouver on May 19th to the end of 
their search. When ascertaining data from Gitxsan or other Native sources, the agents 
were always careful to employ techniques designed to preserve the secrecy of their 
intentions. For example, they built rapport and trust through talking about a variety of 
issues and allowed the Native people to bring up Gunanoot and Himadam 
themselves. Sometimes the operatives talked as though officers were no longer 
interested in capturing Gunanoot or his party. The two agents even claimed an interest 
in helping Gunanoot, in order to earn potential informant's trust.m Moreover, the 
operatives did not fight one another or otherwise handicap each others' work as the 
provincial police had done. These operatives demonstrated a sensitivity to their 
informants, were competent navigators, knew how to assess camp sites and trials, and 
provided comprehensive reports of their daily efforts and observations. 
But despite the best efforts of the Pinkerton agents, organized and spontaneous 
actions of resistance by the Gitxsan kept them from finding out much about Gunanoot's 
location or intentions. A great deal of the resistance seems to have simply been the 
unwillingness to reveal any information that other searchers had experienced. These 
were on the spot decisions made by Gitxsan packers or berry pickers who were 
probed for information by the undercover agents. Often they simply refused to talk 
about Gunanoot at all , M or gave the impression that they knew more about him than 
they were revealing.ffi Indeed, Chief Constable Maitland- Dougall, who met up with the 
agents in Hazelton, warned them that "not a solitary Indian of the Kispiox tribe" would 
"give any information relative to Peter or Simon."lll 
The Gitxsan also utilized planning and foresight to deliberately help Gunanoot 
63 For example, Pinkerton Reports, BCA, GR 429, Box 17, File 1, #3937/09. 
64 For example, Ibid., September 10, September 11 , September 15, 1909, BCA, GR 429, Box 17, File 1, #4478/09. 
65 For example, Ibid., October 20, November 2, 1909, BCA, GR 429, Box 17, Rle 4, #69/1910. 
66 lbid ., 11 March 1910, BCA, GR 429, Box 18, File 1, #1945/10. 
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and obstruct or mislead the agents. The members of Gunanoot's home village of 
Kispiox were particularly industrious in their efforts. According to Constable Deane, the 
Kispiox built a trail for the sole purpose of warning Gunanoot of the locations and 
plans of searchers, f5l and trader Thomas Hankin cautioned the agents that "practically 
all the Kispiox Indians were friendly towards Simon" and that the Kispiox would 
immediately inform Gunanoot if officers approached his camp grounds. 111 Hazelton also 
may have been an important centre for G unanoot. The proprietor of the Hazelton 
Hotel, Walter Bond, stated that Gunanoot and his party often stayed within one 
hundred miles of Hazelton for quick access to his informants. 00 In addition to efforts to 
warn Simon, the Gitxsan provided him with supplies. Frank Treanor, a prospector who 
worked near Hazelton, told the operatives that when officers or tourists came to 
Hazelton, local Gitxsan assessed their level of threat to Gunanoot, warned him of their 
location and intentions, and provided him with "fast horses and . .. provisions."70 
Moreover, Native people at Bear Lake on separate occasions told white informants 
Gus Rosenthal, Sheedy, and Dave Bird that Gunanoot's "friends" cached supplies for 
him at the south end of Sabine Lake along the Telegraph Trail. 71 This was a kind of 
effort that extended back to 1906. Constable Kirby had reported in 1907 that a group of 
Gitxsan had purchased food from trapper Charlie Paquette in the harsh winter of 
1906/1907, stating that they planned to provide G unanoot with the supplies. 72 
This is not to suggest that loyalties in the competition between Gunanoot and 
authorities were drawn strictly along racial lines. Natives were willing to work against 
Gunanoot's interests, while some whites helped to conceal him from the police. An 
Aboriginal man named Bob Abest offered to help bring Gunanoot to justice for the 
67 lbid., 30 July 1909, BCA, GR 429, Box 17, File 1, #3433/09. 
68 lbid., 9 August 1909, BCA, GR 429, Box 17, File 1, #3639/09. 
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$2300 reward. And Aboriginal people from as far away as Telegraph Creek, which 
also was a source of supplies for Gunanoot, were willing to turn him in for the reward. 73 
Even some people from Gunanoot's own village of Kispiox planned to give him up to 
authorities and thus forced him to flee northward for a time. 74 Likewise, whites at 
Hazelton provided Gunanoot with assistance. A Hazelton prospector, Frank Treanor, 
stated that he would not be in Hazelton a week until he was informed by the locals 
where Gunanoot and Himadam had remained all winter and where they were at the 
time. Yet Treanor would do all in his power to help Gunanoot and Himadam stay out of 
the officer's hands, since he sympathized with Gunanoot because "the men killed had 
not only been intimate with Simon's and Peter's wives but had gone around bragging 
about it," while Simon and Peter were no trouble to anybody else.75 Treanor was not 
the only white to have this attitude, as "practically all of the white men in that vicinity, 
would help the two Indians in any way." 75 
It will never be known whether or not Gunanoot would have managed to evade 
capture without the help of other Gitxsan. Nor are the precise motivations of his 
Gitxsan helpers clear. Were they merely trying to help Gunanoot because he was a 
friend or fellow member of the Wolf Clan or Kispiox village, irrespective of which 
nation's law he was accused of violating? Or were the Gitxsan's efforts part of a 
determined effort to undermine a law that was seen as intrusive and invalid? Were the 
Gitxsan's efforts to help Gunanoot representative of a common perception among 
Aboriginals and whites alike that Gunanoot was a romantic folk-hero running from the 
law? Although the documentary evidence does not lend itself to definitive and clear 
answers to these questions, the Gitxsan definitely organized to supply and otherwise 
73 Provincial Constable Harry Dodd to Hussey, 1 September 1910, enclosed with Hussey to Attorney-General 
Bowser, 17 September 1910, GR 429, Box 18, File 2, #4373/10. 
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aid Gunanoot while refusing to divulge information about him and misleading police 
authorities. Some were willing to help authorities in their search, but far more were a 
part of the organized, long-term efforts to help Gunanoot evade capture. The Gunanoot 
saga thus reveals that commitment to non-Native law remained limited since the 
Gitxsan were more concerned with Gunanoot's interests than Canadian law when 
given an opportunity to express their loyalties. 
A final point is that the inadequacy of nearly all of the searchers and police 
officers involved in the search for Gunanoot demonstrates that the provincial 
government did not have the resources to conduct a prolonged search or 
investigation. The officers assigned to the search were not sufficiently qualified for the 
task of finding a man of the woods such as Gunanoot. Incompetent and disorganized 
leadership, divisions within search parties, inadequate knowledge of the landscape 
and how to travel it, and lack of understanding of the Gitxsan community coupled with 
the general failure to gain Aboriginal trust and cooperation fit Gunanoot's interests 
well. In desperation, Hussey had sought the aid of agents from an American detective 
agency in 1909, but when this too failed to bring in the suspects, organized efforts 
were discontinued, and the reward remained the only means of capture. Police action, 
or inaction as it often can most rightly be characterized, helped to ensure that 
Gunanoot's case serves as evidence of the gap between the theory and practice of 
common law hegemony in the early twentieth century. 
Further evidence of Gitxsan's attitudes towards law enforcement can be seen in 
their responses to the increasing threats to their land rights that followed settler 
intrusions after 1900. On numerous occasions between 1905 and 1909, G itxsan 
protesters made the major newspapers of the province. In one instance, they were 
accused of killing a white trespasser, n and in another; of threatening to exterminate the 
77 BCA, GR 1481 , BC Police Scrapbook. 
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whites of Hazelton and planning to forcibly take back their traditional land.78 Although 
the Gitxsan never attempted to put these plans into practice, their willingness to 
consider them shows clearly that their loyalties lay with their own rights and interests 
rather than Canadian law even with respect to crimes as serious as homicide. As in 
1888, disturbances in the context of threats to traditional land rights lead to 
consequent pressures from local whites for police protection.79 As a result, the 
permanent police station was established at Hazelton in 1909, headed by Chief 
Constable Maitland-Dougal! , accompanied by several other constables. 00 
In the 1890s and 1900s, legal colonialism was more firmly established following 
the advent of local law enforcement which replaced long-distance justice. Far more 
Gitxsan-Gitxsan disputes were influenced than previously. Not only were increasing 
numbers of Gitxsan people arrested and convicted, but many took their disputes over 
trespass to Loring as well. Yet, at the same time, resistance continued in covert forms 
that undermined the consolidation of legal colonialism. Gitxsan people did not protest 
against Canadian law regarding homicides or threaten whites, as in the Kamalmuk or 
Haatq incidents, but they continued to use their xsiisxw in instances in which legal 
officials supposedly had jurisdiction. The example of the fugitive, Simon Gunanoot, 
reveals the Gitxsan•s willingness and ability to supply and otherwise protect a Kispiox 
accused murderer fleeing from capture. Indeed, the Gitxsan expressed willingness to 
take the lives of whites to protect their perceived land rights. Because English law 
cannot be considered to have been in full force under such circumstances, Douglas•s 
1858 declaration still was not fully realized with respect to the Crown's definition of 
murder as late as 1909, when the first permanent police station in the upper Skeena 
78 1ndian Agent Loring to Superintendent Frank Oliver, 24 June 1909, BCA, GR 429, Box 16, File 5, #2960/09; 
Government Agent Valleau to Attorney-General , 15 June 1909, BCA, GR 429, Box 16, File 5, #2794/09. 
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area was established. 
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Conclusion 
The thesis has found that legal colonialism was complex in a way not easily 
amenable to generalization. It has addressed a diversity of agents who participated in 
the process. Interactions between missionaries, the British Columbian government, 
the British Columbia Police, Indian Agents, settlers, miners, and the Gitxsan shaped 
the evolution of the relationship between Gitxsan law and Canadian law. It has also 
shown that the Gitxsan, as a whole, never clearly articulated a coherent plan for 
responding to Canadian law on homicide, while they were more consistent and clear 
regarding threats to their land rights. The Gitxsan were, and arguably always had 
been, a nation divided by individual interests, House and village affiliation, and, more 
recently, spiritual orientation. Their relations with English law often were shaped by 
these differences. The Gitseguklan's agreement with Trutch to abandon their 
vengeance norms in 1872 did not reflect upon the attitudes of other villages at the 
time. And Special Constable Louis's instrumental role in the arrest of Pacht was 
resisted by the people of Kisgasse. In these instances, Gitxsan people tended to 
respond to legal interventions as they occurred in a way that made sense to the 
groups affected at the time. The challenge of the thesis has been to discern patterns in 
this diversity of responses and influences. 
In doing so, the thesis has demonstrated that between 1858 and 1909, the 
balance of legal influence over homicide incidents involving Gitxsan people shifted 
dramatically in favour of English law. English law was not, however, to have the full 
affect on the Gitxsan's "law mindedness" that it theoretically required in part because 
of their efforts to preserve traditional laws, and their resistance to legal intervention. 
Gitxsan law prevailed to an equal or greater extent than English law in the Gitsegukla 
settlement of 1872, and in the Hydagh and Hankin incidents of 187 4. In the 1860s and 
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1870s, agents of legal colonialism, such as Lieutenant-Governor Trutch, missionary 
William Duncan, and Constable Brown compromised with assertions of compensation 
norms and sought to mitigate blood vengeance rather than marginalize indigenous 
law altogether. There were no permanent local police to enforce the state's law, and it 
is unlikely that many Gitxsan were charged during this period. Yet, the Gitxsan were 
made aware of the military power at the government's disposal during the Gitsegukla 
episode, and were introduced to the state's intention to replace blood vengeance laws 
with governmental intervention. The Gitseguklans knew from 1872 onwards that future 
disputes with other tribes and within Gitsegukla that risked violence were to be settled 
by governmental authorities. 
By 1884, the balance of legal influence over homicides shifted in favour of the 
common law, despite the general consensus among the Gitxsan that the two laws 
should coexist. In the Haatq (1884) and Kamalmuk (1888) cases, the Gitxsan tended 
not to obstruct governmental intervention, perhaps believing that the English law's 
influence was inevitable. But they did use traditional blockades and asserted their 
laws when faced with unacceptable legal outcomes or verdicts, such as Haatq's 
rumoured death sentence and Kamalmuk's shooting. They were willing to tolerate the 
Canadian law in principle, but when it led to resolutions that deviated too far from their 
ideas of justice they protested against them. The Gitxsan's violent protests proved 
fruitless, however. Haatq was given a ten year prison sentence and died in jail despite 
having acted according to tribal law. Kamalmuk's fate and the ensuing unrest was 
determined by English law in a way inconsistent with tribal norms: he was shot dead 
while his killer was given an absolute discharge, despite appeals from the Kitwancool 
for his life as compensation. For the first time, the police had intervened in a homicide 
dispute even though no whites were involved, altholJ9h there may have been concern 
that a blood feud between the involved villages would threaten Hazelton. Indeed, the 
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Gitxsan's violent threats served only to convince local whites to request enhanced law 
enforcement. The success of the white lobby led to the gaol and permanent constables 
stationed in the upper Skeena region in 1889. 
In the 1890s and 1900s, legal colonialism continued to evolve with the advent 
of local law enforcement which replaced long-distance justice. Far more Gitxsan-
Gitxsan disputes were influenced than previously. Not only were increasing numbers 
of Gitxsan people arrested and convicted, but many took their disputes over trespass 
to Loring as well. On the basis of this evidence, David Ricardo Williams argues that the 
Gitxsan submitted to the legal and political power of the government and other whites 
during this period, and concludes that they did not resist "the introduction of white 
men's law."1 Yet resistance continued in covert forms that undermined the 
consolidation of legal colonialism. Gitxsan people did not protest violently against 
Canadian law regarding homicides or threaten whites in legal interventions, as in the 
Kamalmuk or Haatq incidents, but they did continue to use their xsiisxw in instances in 
which legal officials supposedly had jurisdiction. The chiefs who took on the badge as 
special constables did so to keep some control of justice administration. The example 
of the fugitive, Simon Gunanoot, reveals the Gitxsan's willingness and ability to supply 
and otherwise protect a Kispiox accused murderer fleeing from capture. Indeed, the 
Gitxsan were willing to kill whites to protect their perceived land rights. Because 
English law can not be considered to have been in full force under such 
circumstances, Douglas's 1858 declaration still was not fully realized with respect to 
homicides in the upper Skeena river area by 1909. 
Addressing one First Nation's relationship with legal colonialism over the long 
term has allowed a fresh understanding of an apparent difference between Brad 
Asher, Robert Galois, and Hamar Foster. These schelars examine the effects of 
1 David R. Williams, Q. C., "Imposition and Acceptance of Law and Order Within the Claim Area: Summary of Opinion 
Evidence," court evidence, {March, 1987), p. 1. 
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settlers on indigenous attitudes towards the state's law towards the end of the 
nineteenth century. On the one hand Asher argues that Washington legal officials, 
measles epidemics, and settlers' direct interventions undermined traditional dispute 
resolution measures, causing the Snohomish, Makah, Pyallup, and Clallum to turn to 
the American legal system as an alternative. The settlers pressured legal officials to 
intervene in Indian-Indian disputes, and, took cases to the authorities on a case-by-
case basis. This made traditional legal mechanisms "less certain and less accessible," 
which helped to cultivate a receptive attitude towards the American law among the 
lndians.2 Attempts by traditionalists to deter legal colonialism, and obstruct court 
proceedings, "appeared only sporadically in Washington [Territory.]"3 
On the other hand, Galois argues that transient whites and settlers brought 
racism, diseases, mining, destabilized trading routes, and conflicts over access to 
resources, which served to aggravate the First Nations of British Columbia's 
Northwest, particularly the Gitxsan. This created the context of discontent in which 
resistance to Haatq's trial and Kamalmuk's death must be understood. Galois argues 
that, far from evoking cooperation from the G itxsan, increased white activity incited the 
Gitxsan to assert their traditional land rights and laws.4 Foster makes a similar 
argument when addressing the British Columbian government's interventions into 
Indian-Indian homicide cases during the nineteenth century. He argues that rather 
than using treaties to secure First Nation's land more or less voluntarily, the 
government used the law to "pacify" the land, so it could then be parcelled out to 
settlers. It was this combination of legal colonialism and land expropriation that tended 
to cause resistance: "homicide cases that became grievances tended to be ones--
e.g., Tathlasut, the Chilcotin trials, Haatq, Kitwancool Jim-- that were related to, or 
2 Brad Asher, "Their Own Domestic Difficulties": Intra-Indian Crime and While Law in Western Washington Territory, 
1873-1889," Western Historical Quarterly, no. 27, Summer, (1996), pp. 189-209. 
" Ibid., p.207. 
'Robert Galois , ''The History of the Upper Skeena Region, 1850 to 1927," Native Studies Review, no. 2, (1993-1994), 
pp. 130-139. 
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occurred in the course of, conflicts over land." Foster suggests that the increasing 
presence of settlers, miners, and those who wanted to influence or control access to 
traditional First Nation's territory (including the upper Skeena area), tended to 
influence First Nations' decisions to demand concessions from legal officials. 5 
The thesis demonstrated that these scholars are in fact addressing similar legal 
colonization processes in different stages of maturity. Galois and Foster address the 
effects of growing populations of transient whites, while Asher focusses exclusively on 
changes brought by settlers, who preceeded transients to northern British Columbia. 
And Asher describes local courts and legal officials with authority over Indian-Indian 
"crime", while Galois and Foster deal with incidents in which long-distance 
governmental interventions were used. Indeed, the thesis showed that the 
relationship between settlers and indigenous legal attitudes articulated by Asher 
eventually occurred in the upper Skeena region as well, as the Gitxsan increasingly 
participated in the Canadian legal system. This thesis showed that after the Haatq and 
Kamalmuk cases described by Galois and Foster, many Gitxsan began to see the 
state's law as an alternative to their own, and local whites encouraged the change. 
Settlers were a driving force behind the development of legal colonization in the upper 
Skeena. This was the case in 1884 and 1888, and letters from local officials and 
missionaries led to the establishment of the Hazelton gaol and hiring of a permanent 
police officer in 1889. Between 1905 and 1909 threats by the Gitxsan to kill whites 
were met by petitions for increased law enforcement that resulted in the permanent 
police station in 1909. As a result of these developments in legal colonialism, the 
Gitxsan increasingly became caught up in Canadian law. Put another way, legal 
colonialism in the upper Skeena evolved in a pattern of settler intrusion, Gitxsan 
resistance, settler petitions, increased law enforcem~nt, sustained white development 
•Hamar Foster, "The Queen's Law is Better Than Yours' : International Homicide in Early British Columbia," Essays in 
the History of canadian Law. Jim Phillips, Tina Loo and Susan Lewthwaite (eds.) (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1994), p.81. 
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and Gitxsan "law mindedness", and accommodation/adapted resistance. So although 
Gitxsan law and resistance continued after 1889, just as Washington Indian 
traditionalists tried to deter legal colonialism , the expanding settler population 
correlated increasingly with more developed law enforcement as the Gitxsan became 
increasingly caught up in the Canadian legal system. In this sense, legal colonialism 
in the Gitxsan's territory took on a form in the 1890s and 1900s that Washington 
experienced in the 1860s and 1870s. 
John Phillip ~eid sates that one must 'read between the lines' when trying to 
understand First Nation's relations with colonial and state law from European sources. 
This inquiry has done so in inferring Gitxsan attitudes from a sparse and often 
ethnocentric documentary record. The main lesson to be taken from this inquiry is that 
English law was not immediately put into force following Douglas's declaration of 
1858. Indeed, English law still was not consolidated by 1909 in part because the 
Gitxsan were not passive recipients of Canadian law, despite the assumptions of some 
popular historians to the contrary.6 The Gitxsan had their own legal mechanisms and 
preserved them. They continued to shape the legal reality on the ground even with the 
substantial development of state law enforcement after 1889. This evidence is 
overlooked by David R. Williams, expert witness in the Delgamuukw case, who argues 
that the Gitxsan did not substantially resist assertions of Canadian sovereignty or law, 
and that there is no evidence that they had legal soveriegnty in the claim area. And 
yet, there is some truth to Williams's argument. Petitions, letters, and oral accounts by 
the Gitxsan themselves show that they were not altogether opposed to the presence of 
English law in their lives. Perhaps they had little choice but to conform given their 
decreasing population and less advanced technology, but maybe some also saw 
benefits in accepting the Queen's law. At the same time, it is clear that resistance to 
6 For example, Lynne Stonier-Newman, Policing A Pioneer Province: 1858-1950, (British Columbia: Harbour 
Publishing, 1991 ), p. 7. Stonier-Newman tends to assume that Natives of British Columbia were "explained" the law by 
the B.C. Police, and that they were largely irrelevant to the establishment of Canadian law in the province. 
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legal colonialism continued. In short, the Gitxsan's role in legal colonization helped to 
ensure that the gap between the theory of English legal hegemony in the upper 
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